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- Most language definitions do not define a memory model 
- E.g., Rust, Python, Haskell, etc. 

- But, there are several important exceptions 
- C/C++11 
- Java 

- A language memory model provides guidance to developers and compiler 
writers on expected behaviors
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Abstract

Currently multi-threaded C or C++ programs combine a single-
threaded programming language with a separate threads library.
This is not entirely sound [7].

We describe an effort, currently nearing completion, to address
these issues by explicitly providing semantics for threads in the
next revision of the C++ standard. Our approach is similar to
that recently followed by Java [25], in that, at least for a well-
defined and interesting subset of the language, we give sequentially
consistent semantics to programs that do not contain data races.
Nonetheless, a number of our decisions are often surprising even to
those familiar with the Java effort:

• We (mostly) insist on sequential consistency for race-free pro-
grams, in spite of implementation issues that came to light after
the Java work.

• We give no semantics to programs with data races. There are no
benign C++ data races.

• We use weaker semantics for trylock than existing languages
or libraries, allowing us to promise sequential consistency with
an intuitive race definition, even for programs with trylock.

This paper describes the simple model we would like to be able
to provide for C++ threads programmers, and explain how this, to-
gether with some practical, but often under-appreciated implemen-
tation constraints, drives us towards the above decisions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming Lan-

guages]: Language Constructs and Features—Concurrent Pro-
gramming Structures; D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concur-
rent Programming—Parallel Programming; B.3.2 [Memory Struc-

tures]: Design Styles—Shared Memory

General Terms languages, standardization, reliability

Keywords Memory consistency, memory model, sequential con-
sistency, C++, trylock, data race

1. Introduction

As technological constraints increasingly limit the performance of
individual processor cores, the computer industry is relying in-
creasingly on larger core counts to provide future performance im-
provements. In many domains, it is expected that any substantial
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Initially X=Y=0
T1 T2
r1=X r2=Y
if (r1==1) if (r2==1)

Y=1 X=1

Is outcome r1=r2=1 allowed?

Figure 1. Without a precise definition, it is unclear if this example
is data-race-free. The outcome shown can occur in an execution
where threads T1 and T2 speculate that the values of X and Y
respectively are 1, then each thread writes 1, validating the other’s
speculation. Such an execution has a data race on X and Y, but most
programmers would not envisage such executions when assessing
whether the program is data-race-free.

future performance gains will require explicitly parallel applica-
tions.

The most established way to write parallel applications in stan-
dard programming languages is as a collection of threads sharing an
address space. In fact, a large fraction of existing desktop applica-
tions already use threads, though typically more to handle multiple
event streams, than parallel processors. The majority of such appli-
cations are written in either C or C++, using threads provided by
the operating system. We will use Pthreads [21] as the canonical
example. The situation on Microsoft platforms is similar.

Both the C and C++ languages are currently defined as single-
threaded languages, without reference to threads. Correspondingly,
compilers themselves are largely thread-unaware, and generate
code as for a single-threaded application. In the absence of fur-
ther restrictions, this allows compilers to perform transformations,
such as reordering two assignments to independent variables, that
do not preserve the meaning of multithreaded programs [29, 2, 25].

The OS thread libraries attempt to informally address this
problem by prohibiting concurrent accesses to normal variables
or data races. To prevent such concurrent accesses, thread li-
braries provide a collection of synchronization primitives such as
pthread mutex lock(), which can be used to restrict shared vari-
able access to one thread at a time. Implementations are then pro-
hibited from reordering synchronization operations with respect to
ordinary memory operations in a given thread. This is enforced in a
compiler by treating synchronization operations as opaque and po-
tentially modifying any shared location. It is typically assumed that
ordinary memory operations between synchronization operations
may be freely reordered, subject only to single-thread constraints.

Unfortunately, informally describing multithreaded semantics
as part of a threads library in the above way is insufficient for
several reasons, as described in detail by Boehm [7]. Briefly, the
key reasons are as follows.

• The informal specifications provided by current libraries are
ambiguous at best; e.g., what is a data race and what precisely
are the semantics of a program without a data race? Figure 1
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Reasoning about the behavior 
of this program requires a precise 
definition on the values a thread 
is allowed to witness

struct s { char a; char b; } x;

Thread 1: Thread 2:
x.a = 1; x.b = 1;

Thread 1 is not equivalent to:
struct s tmp = x;
tmp.a = 1;
x = tmp;

Figure 2. Compiler transformations must be aware of threads.
Many compilers perform transformations similar to the one above
when a is declared as a bit-field. The transformation may be visible
to client code, since the update to b by thread 2 may be overwritten
by the store to the complete structure x.

shows an example [1] where the answers to these questions are
unclear from the current specification.

• Without precise semantics, it is hard to reason when a com-
piler transformation will violate these semantics. For example,
Boehm [7] shows that reasonable (common) interpretations of
the current specification do not preclude a class of compiler
transformations that effectively introduce new writes to poten-
tially shared variables. Examples include Figure 2 and specula-
tive register promotion. As a result, conventional compilers can,
and do, on rare occasions, introduce data races, producing com-
pletely unexpected (and unintended) results without violating
the letter of the specification.

• There are many situations in which the overhead of preventing
concurrent access to shared data is simply too high. Either ven-
dors, or sometimes applications, generally provide facilities for
atomic (indivisible, safe for unprotected concurrent use) data
access, without the use of locks. For example, gcc provides a
family of sync intrinsics, Microsoft provides Interlocked
operations, and the Linux kernel defines its own atomic opera-
tions (which have been regularly (ab)used in user-level code).
These solutions have not been satisfactory, both because they
are not portable and because their interactions with other shared
memory variables are generally not carefully or clearly speci-
fied.

In order to address the above issues, an effort was begun several
years ago to properly define the semantics of multi-threaded C++
programs, specifically, the memory model, in the next revision of
the C++ language standard. Although this standard is not expected
to be completely approved until 2009 or 2010, the core changes
to support threads and the memory model described here were
recently voted into the C++ working paper, and are now also under
discussion in the C committee. This effort has been proceeding
in parallel, and cooperatively with, a similar effort for Microsoft’s
native compilation platforms [31].

The key result of the above effort is a memory model for mul-
tithreaded C++ programs that supports a simple programming
model. This paper describes that model and several new funda-
mental issues that had to be resolved along the way.

1.1 State-of-the-art for Memory Models

The memory model, or memory consistency model, specifies the
values that a shared variable read in a multithreaded program is al-
lowed to return. The memory model clearly affects programmabil-
ity. It also affects performance and portability by constraining the
transformations that any part of the system may perform. In prac-
tice, any part of the system (hardware or software) that transforms
the program must specify a memory model, and the models at the
different system levels must be compatible. For example, the C++

model constrains the transformations allowed by a C++ compiler.
The memory model for the hardware that will run the produced bi-
nary must not allow results that would be illegal for the C++ model
applied to the original program.

There has been extensive work in memory models over the last
two decades. Sequential consistency, defined by Lamport [24], is
considered to be the most intuitive model. It ensures that memory
operations appear to occur in a single total order (i.e., atomically);
further, within this total order, the memory operations of a given
thread appear in the program order for that thread.

Unfortunately, sequential consistency restricts many common
compiler and hardware optimizations [2]. There has been signifi-
cant academic progress in compiler algorithms to determine when
a transformation is safe for sequential consistency [29, 30, 23] and
in hardware that speculatively performs traditional optimizations
without violating sequential consistency [19, 28, 33, 15]. However,
current commercial compilers and most current commercial hard-
ware do not preserve sequential consistency.

To overcome the performance limitations of sequential consis-
tency, hardware vendors and researchers have proposed several re-
laxed memory models [2]. These models allow various hardware
optimizations, but most are specified at a low level and are gener-
ally difficult to reason with for high level language programmers.
They also limit certain compiler optimizations [25].

An alternative approach, called the data-race-free [3, 1] or prop-
erly labeled [18, 17] models, has been proposed to achieve both the
simple programmability of sequential consistency and the imple-
mentation flexibility of the relaxed models. This approach is based
on the observation that good programming practice dictates pro-
grams be correctly synchronized or data-race-free. These models
formalize correct programs as those that do not contain data races
in any sequentially consistent execution. They guarantee sequential
consistency to such data-race-free programs, and do not provide
any guarantees whatsoever to others. Thus, the approach combines
a simple programming model (sequential consistency) and high
performance (by guaranteeing sequential consistency to only well-
written programs). Different data-race-free models successively re-
fine the notion of a race to provide increasing flexibility, but requir-
ing increasing amounts of information from the programmer. The
data-race-free-0 model uses the simplest definition of a data race;
i.e., two concurrent conflicting accesses (formalized later).

Among high-level programming languages, Ada 83 [32] was
perhaps the first to adopt the approach of requiring synchronized
accesses and leaving semantics undefined otherwise. As mentioned
above, Pthreads follows a similar approach, but neither Ada nor
Pthreads formalized it sufficiently. Recently, the Java memory
model underwent a major revision [25]. For programmers, for all
practical purposes, the new Java model is data-race-free-0. How-
ever, the safety guarantees of Java preclude leaving the semantics
with data races as undefined. Much of the Java effort therefore
focused on defining these semantics in a way that preserves max-
imum implementation flexibility without violating the safety and
security guarantees of Java. Nevertheless, the Java model does
preclude some compiler optimizations and the full model is quite
complex [25]. Since C++ is not type safe, neither the restrictions
nor the complexity of the full Java model appear justified for C++.

1.2 The C++ Model and Contributions of this Paper

The model chosen for C++ is an adaptation of data-race-free-0;
i.e., it guarantees sequential consistency for programs without data
races and has undefined semantics in the presence of a data race.
Given the recent work on the Java model described above, the data-
race-free-0 model may seem an obvious choice. However, when
this process began, there were several factors that prevented using
data-race-free-0, some of which were exposed after conclusion of
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- If a program has a sequentially consistent (SC) execution which contains 
a data race, then its behavior is undefined.  The definition has no notion of a 
benign race. 
- Otherwise, the program behaves according to one of its SC executions

Enforcing SC behavior is expensive because it requires 
that all writes execute atomically with respect to subsequent reads

Initially X=Y=0
T1 T2 T3 T4
X=1 Y=1 r1=X r3=Y

fence fence
r2=Y r4=X

r1=1, r2=0, r3=1, r4=0 violates write atomicity

Figure 4. Write-atomicity may be too expensive for Independent-
Reads-Independent-Writes (IRIW).

that this requirement was excessive and unnecessarily restricted
performance.

In principle, the performance impact of these requirements
should be restricted only to synchronization operations. Unfor-
tunately, most current processor instruction sets do not directly
distinguish synchronization operations (Itanium is a notable ex-
ception). The most common way for compilers to convey memory
ordering requirements to hardware is through fence or memory
barrier instructions.

Fences were designed primarily to convey the sequenced-order
(program order) requirement. For example, the strongest fences
ensure that all memory operations sequenced-before the fence will
appear to execute before all memory operations sequenced after the
fence. Other variants impose ordering between different subsets of
memory operations; e.g., a Store|Load fence orders previous stores
before later loads. Some processors ensure certain orderings by
default, removing the need for fences for those cases; e.g., AMD64
and Intel 64 implicitly provide Load|Load and Load|Store fence
semantics after each load and Store|Store fence semantics after
each store.

When this work began, many specifications of fences were am-
biguous about their impact on the hardware write-atomicity re-
quirement as described in Section 2.1 (notable exceptions are Alpha
and Sun). Some processor vendors argued that full write-atomicity
was too expensive and software developers argued that weak ver-
sions of write-atomicity would suffice. Section 4.1 discusses the
cost of enforcing write-atomicity in hardware and why it may be
unnecessary for some programs. Section 4.2 then systematically
shows how meaningful relaxations of write-atomicity result in un-
intended consequences for other programs. As a result, despite
many attempts, it was difficult to formalize semantics for synchro-
nization operations that were meaningfully weaker than sequential
consistency for hardware and provided a simple enough interface
for most programmers.

In this section, all variables in all examples are atomics. (The
syntax does not reflect the current C++ working paper.)

4.1 Cost of Enforcing Write-Atomicity

Consider the example in Figure 4, referred to as the Independent-
Reads-Independent-Writes (IRIW) example. The fences ensure that
the reads will execute in program order, but this does not guarantee
sequential consistency if the writes execute non-atomically. For
example, if the writes to X and Y propagate in different orders to
threads T3 and T4, the outcome in the figure violating sequential
consistency can occur (T3 sees the new value of X and the old
value of Y and vice versa for T4).

Systems with ownership-based invalidation protocols and single-
core/single-threaded processors can avoid the non-sequentially
consistent outcome in a straightforward way. Consider a typical
such system employing a directory-based cache coherence pro-
tocol. If T1 does not already have ownership of X, then it must
request it from the directory. The directory then sends invalidations
for all cached copies of X and either it or T1 collect acknowledge-
ments for these invalidations. To see the new value of X, T3 must

first go to the directory which will forward the request to T1. To
ensure writes appear atomic, the system simply needs to ensure
that all copies of X are invalidated (i.e., all acknowledgements re-
ceived) before T3 gets the updated copy of X, and analogously, all
outstanding copies of Y are invalidated before T4 gets an updated
copy of Y. Now it is no longer possible for both T3 and T4 to read
the old values of Y and X respectively.

The key to ensuring sequential consistency for the above ex-
ample is that a read is not allowed to return a new value for the
accessed location until all older copies of that location are invali-
dated. This requirement can be somewhat relaxed further for pro-
cessors that require explicit fences for ordering reads – the read can
return a new value as long as a subsequent fence waits for all old
copies of that location to be invalidated. Following [2], we refer to
this as the “read-others’-write-early” restriction.

Note that as described above, the read-others’-write-early re-
striction does not require any global serialization point for all oper-
ations to all locations (e.g., a bus). It simply requires a serialization
point for reads and writes to the same location, which is usually
provided by the cache coherence protocol (the need for which is
widely accepted). Further, this per-location serialization is techni-
cally only required for atomic operations. Unfortunately, the use of
fences for memory ordering obfuscates which memory accesses are
the atomic ones; therefore, without a mechanism to distinguish in-
dividual writes as atomic, our system must preserve write atomicity
for all writes.

The advent of multicore and simultaneous multithreading (SMT),
where threads may share a data cache or store queues, has pre-
viously unexplored implications for the read-others’-write-early
restriction. These architectures offer tempting performance opti-
mization opportunities that can violate sequential consistency for
the IRIW example as follows. Suppose T1 and T3 share an L1
writethrough data cache. Suppose T3’s read of X occurs shortly
after T1’s write to X. It is tempting to return the new value of X to
T3, even if T1’s ownership request for X has not yet made its way
through the lower levels of the cache hierarchy. If T2 and T4 share
a cache, an analogous situation can occur for their write and read
of Y – T4 reads the new value of Y even before T2’s ownership
request reaches the rest of the memory system. It is now possible
that both T3 and T4 read the old values of Y and X respectively
(from their caches), violating sequential consistency.

Thus, while previously the read-others’-write-early restriction
appeared to have (acceptable) implications only for the main mem-
ory system and the cache coherence protocol, new SMT and multi-
core architectures move this restriction all the way to the first level
cache and even within the processor core (if there are shared store
queues). At the same time, most programmers agree that the IRIW
code does not represent a useful programming idiom, and imposing
restrictions to provide sequential consistency for it appears exces-
sive and unnecessary.

For this reason, some existing machines do not provide efficient
methods for ensuring sequential consistency for IRIW and there
was initial reluctance to adopting sequentially consistent semantics
for atomics.

4.2 Unintended Consequences of Relaxing Write-Atomicity

We next show examples where relaxing the read-others’-write-
early requirement in ways described for IRIW can give unaccept-
able results.

4.2.1 Write-to-Read Causality (WRC) Must be Upheld

Figure 5 illustrates a simple causal effect. Thread T1 writes a new
value of X, T2 reads it, executes a fence, and writes a new value
of Y. T3 reads the new Y, executes a fence, and then reads X.
Sequential consistency requires that T3 return the new value for
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(e.g., Itanium’s st.rel) instead of having to use read-modify-writes.
Hardware could then ensure that these stores execute atomically.

Second, write-atomicity could simply be provided for all writes,
as with Sun’s total store order (TSO) and the Alpha memory mod-
els. The mechanisms to implement this are similar to those for the
read-modify-write and st.rel type solutions, except that they need
to be invoked for all writes.

Third, many processors today use speculative approaches to
reorder memory operations beyond that allowed by the memory
model; e.g., AMD’s and Intel’s processors speculatively reorder
loads even though the memory model disallows it [19]. A similar
approach could be used to allow a read to return a value early
from a shared cache. So far, the literature on such optimizations has
focused on benefits for speculatively relaxing the sequenced-order
requirement; we are not aware of prior work on understanding the
impact of speculatively relaxing write-atomicity.

To the best of our knowledge, most existing machines today
provide write-atomicity by default. A notable exception is some
PowerPC machines which require a particularly expensive form
of a fence instruction after atomic loads to achieve sequentially
consistent results for the RWC and CC examples.

5. Semantics of Data Races

For languages like Java, it is critical to define the semantics of all
programs, including those with data races. Java must support the
execution of untrusted “sandboxed” code. Clearly such code can
introduce data races, and the language must guarantee that at least
basic security properties are not violated, even in the presence of
such races. Hence the Java memory model [25] is careful to give
reasonable semantics to programs with data races, even at the cost
of significant complexity in the specification.

For C++, there is no such issue. Initially, there was still some
concern that we should limit the allowable behavior for programs
with races. However, in the end, we decided to leave the semantics
of such programs completely undefined. In the current working
paper for the C++ standard, in spite of discussions such as [26],
there are no benign data races.

The basic arguments for undefined data race semantics in C++
are:

1. Although generally under-appreciated, it is effectively the sta-
tus quo. Pthreads states [21] “Applications shall ensure that ac-
cess to any memory location by more than one thread of control
(threads or processes) is restricted such that no thread of con-
trol can read or modify a memory location while another thread
of control may be modifying it.” As we mention in the intro-
duction, Ada earlier took the same approach. The intent behind
win32 threads appears to have been similar.

2. Since the C++ working paper provides low-level atomics with
very weak, and hence cheaply implementable, ordering prop-
erties, there is little to be gained by allowing races, other than
allowing code to be obfuscated. We effectively require only that
such races be annotated by the programmer. Since the result is
usually exceedingly subtle, we believe this should be required
by any reasonable coding standard in any case.

3. Giving Java-like semantics to data races may greatly increase
the cost of some C++ constructs. It would presumably require
that we not expose uninitialized virtual function tables, even
in the event of a race, since those could otherwise result in a
wild branch. This in turn often requires fences on object con-
struction. In Java, this is arguably less major, since object con-
struction is always associated with memory allocation, which
typically already carries some cost. This does not apply to C++.

4. Current compiler optimizations often assume that objects do
not change unless there is an intervening assignment through
a potential alias. Violating such a built-in assumption can cause
very complicated effects that will be very hard to explain to
a programmer, or to delimit in the standard. We believe this
assumption is sufficiently ingrained in current optimizers that it
would be very difficult to effectively remove it.

As an example of the last phenomenon, consider a relatively
simple example, which does not include any synchronization code.
Assume x is a shared global and everything else is local:

unsigned i = x;
if (i < 2) {

foo: ...
switch (i) {

case 0: ...; break;
case 1: ...; break;
default: ...;

}
}

Assume the code at label foo is fairly complex, and forces i to
be spilled and that the switch implementation uses a branch table.
(In reality, the second assumption might require a larger switch
statement.)

The compiler now performs the following reasonable optimiza-
tions:

• It notices that i and x (in its view of the world) contain the same
values. Hence when i is spilled, there is no need to store it; the
value can just be reloaded from x.

• It notices, e.g. by value range analysis as in [20] that the switch
expression is either 0 or 1, and hence eliminates the bounds
check on the branch table access and the branch to the default
case.

Now consider the case in which, unbeknownst to the compiler,
there is actually a race on x, and its value changes to 5 during the
execution of the code labeled by foo. The results are:

1. When i is reloaded for the evaluation of the switch expression,
it gets the value 5 instead of its original value.

2. The branch table is accessed with an out-of-bounds index of 5,
resulting in a garbage branch target.

3. We take a wild branch, to arbitrary code.

The result would only be slightly less surprising if the switch
tested x instead of i. It seems difficult to explain either behavior
in a language standard in any way other than to leave it completely
undefined.5

Finally, even after the large effort to define semantics for data
races in Java, recent work by David Aspinall and Jaroslav Sevcik
has uncovered some bugs in that specification [5].

Thus we decided to leave the semantics of races undefined, in
spite of some potential negative effects on debuggability.

5.1 Compiler-introduced Data Races

Since we expect the next C++ standard to completely prohibit
data races at the source level, it will not be possible to write a

5 It is of course not impossible for compilers to avoid this kind of behavior.
Java compilers must avoid it, and C++ compilers rarely exhibit it in practice.
But our experience has been that compiler writers are disinclined to promise
it will not happen, particularly since current Posix and C or C++ standards
clearly allow the fundamental assumption that ordinary variables do not
change asynchronously.
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- Suppose i needs to be spilled because of foo 
- Since i and x have the same (unmodified) 
value, can simply reload x, rather than spilling 
- Since switch is either 0 or 1, and i is in that range, 
there’s no need to have a branch bounds check 

*Suppose there is a data race that causes  
another thread to update x to 5 while this thread 
is executing foo
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To enable high-performance applications greater control of memory visibility, the 
C11 memory model provides support for low-level atomics, annotations on memory 
accesses, that allow for weaker visibility guarantees than provided by SC 

- SC annotations enforce a total ordering on all read and write accesses 
- Release (REL)/Acquire (ACQ)  annotations enforce a causally-consistent ordering 

between the operations that precede the release and follow the acquire 
- Relaxed (RLX) annotations compile to single hardware loads and stores with no 

additional synchronization other than basic coherence guarantees

Formalize these notions using relations defined over execution events 
that identify potential visibility properties based on the semantics of 
these annotations
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to functions), meaning that they could be in either order, or even
overlapping. Evaluation order is expressed by the sequenced-before
(sb) relation, a strict preorder over the actions, that here does not
order (c) and (d). The two reads both read from the same write (a),
indicated by the rf relation.

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y = 0;
y = (x==x);
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna y=0

c:Rna x=2 d:Rna x=2

e:Wna y=1

sb

rf rf

sb sb

sb sb

The set of actions and the sequenced-before relation are given
by the operational semantics (so are part of the Xopsem); the rf re-
lation is existentially quantified (part of the Xwitness), as in general
there may be many writes that each read might read from.

In a non-SC semantics, the constraint on reads cannot be sim-
ply that they read from the ‘most recent’ write, as there is no
global linear time. Instead, they are constrained here using a
happens-before relation, which in the single-threaded case coin-
cides with sequenced-before. Non-atomic reads have to read from
a visible side effect, a write to the same location that happens-before
the read but is not happens-before-hidden, i.e., one for which there
is no intervening write to the location in happens-before. We de-
fine the visible-side-effect relation below, writing it with an arrow.
The auxiliary functions is write and is read pick out all actions
(including atomic actions and read-modify-writes but not lock or
unlock actions) that write or read memory.

a
visible-side-effect!!!!!!!!!" b =

a
happens-before!!!!!!!!" b #

is write a # is read b # same location a b #
¬($c. (c %= a) # (c %= b) #

is write c # same location c b #
a

happens-before!!!!!!!!" c
happens-before!!!!!!!!" b)

The constraint on the values read by nonatomic reads is in two
parts: the reads-from map must satisfy a well-formedness condition
(not shown here), saying that reads cannot read from multiple
writes, that they must be at the same location and have the same
value as the write they read from, and so on. More interestingly, it
must respect the visible side effects, in the following sense.

consistent reads from mapping =
(&b. (is read b # is at non atomic location b) ='

(if ($avse . avse
visible-side-effect!!!!!!!!!" b)

then ($avse . avse
visible-side-effect!!!!!!!!!" b # avse

rf!" b)

else ¬($a. a
rf!" b))) #

[. . .]

If a read has no visible side effects (e.g. reading an uninitialised
variable), there can be no rf edge. This is an indeterminate read,
and the program is deemed to have undefined behaviour.

indeterminate reads = {b. is read b # ¬($a. a
rf!" b)}

A pre-execution has an unsequenced-race if there is a write and
another access to the same location, on the same thread that are
unsequenced.

unsequenced races = {(a, b).
(a %= b) # same location a b # (is write a ( is write b) #
same thread a b #
¬(a

sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!" b ( b
sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!" a)}

Programs with an execution that contains an unsequenced
race (ur), like the one below, have undefined behaviour.

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y = 0;
y = (x == (x=3));
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

c:Wna x=3d:Rna x=2

b:Wna y=0

e:Wna y=0

sb

dummy

sb

dummy

sbsb

rf

sb
ur

2.2 Threads, Data Races, and Locks

We now integrate C++-0x threads into the model. The following
program spawns a thread that writes 3 to x and concurrently writes
3 into y in the original thread.

void foo(int* p) {*p = 3;}
int main() {

int x = 2;
int y;
thread t1(foo, &x);
y = 3;
t1.join();
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna t1=thrd1 e:Wna p=x

c:Wna y=3

d:Rna t1=thrd1

f:Rna p=x

g:Wna x=3

sb asw

sb

rf

sb

sb,rf

sb

The thread creation gives rise to additional-synchronizes-with
(asw) edges (here a

asw!!" e) from sequenced-before-maximal ac-
tions of the parent thread before the thread creation to sequenced-
before-minimal edges of the child. As we shall see, these edges are
also incorporated, indirectly, into happens-before. They are gener-
ated by the operational semantics, so are another component of an
Xopsem.

Thread creation gives rise to many memory actions (for passing
function arguments and writing and reading the thread id) which
clutter examples, so for this paper we usually use a more concise
parallel composition, written {{{ ... ||| ... }}}:

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y;
{{{ x = 3;
||| y = (x==3);
}}};
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna x=3 c:Rna x=2

d:Wna y=0

dr

asw,rf
asw

sb

This example exhibits a data race (dr): two actions at the same
location, on different threads, not related by happens-before, at
least one of which is a write.

data races = {(a, b).
(a %= b) # same location a b # (is write a ( is write b) #
¬ same thread a b #
¬(is atomic action a # is atomic action b) #
¬(a

happens-before!!!!!!!!" b ( b
happens-before!!!!!!!!" a)}

If there is a pre-execution of a program that has a data-race,
then, as with unsequenced-races, that program has undefined be-
haviour.

Data races can be prevented by using mutexes, as usual. These
give rise to lock and unlock memory actions on the mutex location,
and a pre-execution has a relation, sc, as part of Xwitness that totally
orders such actions. A consistent locks predicate checks that lock
and unlock actions are appropriately alternating. Moreover, these
actions on each mutex create synchronizes-with edges from every
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Constraints on reads cannot be simply that they read from the 
“most recent” write since there is no global linear time in a  
concurrent execution.  Use a happens-before relation (and relations 
derived from it) to reason about allowed behaviors. 

In a sequential execution, the “sequenced-before” (sb) corresponds 
to happens-before.

to functions), meaning that they could be in either order, or even
overlapping. Evaluation order is expressed by the sequenced-before
(sb) relation, a strict preorder over the actions, that here does not
order (c) and (d). The two reads both read from the same write (a),
indicated by the rf relation.

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y = 0;
y = (x==x);
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna y=0

c:Rna x=2 d:Rna x=2

e:Wna y=1

sb

rf rf

sb sb

sb sb

The set of actions and the sequenced-before relation are given
by the operational semantics (so are part of the Xopsem); the rf re-
lation is existentially quantified (part of the Xwitness), as in general
there may be many writes that each read might read from.

In a non-SC semantics, the constraint on reads cannot be sim-
ply that they read from the ‘most recent’ write, as there is no
global linear time. Instead, they are constrained here using a
happens-before relation, which in the single-threaded case coin-
cides with sequenced-before. Non-atomic reads have to read from
a visible side effect, a write to the same location that happens-before
the read but is not happens-before-hidden, i.e., one for which there
is no intervening write to the location in happens-before. We de-
fine the visible-side-effect relation below, writing it with an arrow.
The auxiliary functions is write and is read pick out all actions
(including atomic actions and read-modify-writes but not lock or
unlock actions) that write or read memory.

a
visible-side-effect!!!!!!!!!" b =

a
happens-before!!!!!!!!" b #

is write a # is read b # same location a b #
¬($c. (c %= a) # (c %= b) #

is write c # same location c b #
a

happens-before!!!!!!!!" c
happens-before!!!!!!!!" b)

The constraint on the values read by nonatomic reads is in two
parts: the reads-from map must satisfy a well-formedness condition
(not shown here), saying that reads cannot read from multiple
writes, that they must be at the same location and have the same
value as the write they read from, and so on. More interestingly, it
must respect the visible side effects, in the following sense.

consistent reads from mapping =
(&b. (is read b # is at non atomic location b) ='

(if ($avse . avse
visible-side-effect!!!!!!!!!" b)

then ($avse . avse
visible-side-effect!!!!!!!!!" b # avse

rf!" b)

else ¬($a. a
rf!" b))) #

[. . .]

If a read has no visible side effects (e.g. reading an uninitialised
variable), there can be no rf edge. This is an indeterminate read,
and the program is deemed to have undefined behaviour.

indeterminate reads = {b. is read b # ¬($a. a
rf!" b)}

A pre-execution has an unsequenced-race if there is a write and
another access to the same location, on the same thread that are
unsequenced.

unsequenced races = {(a, b).
(a %= b) # same location a b # (is write a ( is write b) #
same thread a b #
¬(a

sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!" b ( b
sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!" a)}

Programs with an execution that contains an unsequenced
race (ur), like the one below, have undefined behaviour.

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y = 0;
y = (x == (x=3));
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

c:Wna x=3d:Rna x=2

b:Wna y=0

e:Wna y=0

sb

dummy

sb

dummy

sbsb

rf

sb
ur

2.2 Threads, Data Races, and Locks

We now integrate C++-0x threads into the model. The following
program spawns a thread that writes 3 to x and concurrently writes
3 into y in the original thread.

void foo(int* p) {*p = 3;}
int main() {

int x = 2;
int y;
thread t1(foo, &x);
y = 3;
t1.join();
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna t1=thrd1 e:Wna p=x

c:Wna y=3

d:Rna t1=thrd1

f:Rna p=x

g:Wna x=3

sb asw

sb

rf

sb

sb,rf

sb

The thread creation gives rise to additional-synchronizes-with
(asw) edges (here a

asw!!" e) from sequenced-before-maximal ac-
tions of the parent thread before the thread creation to sequenced-
before-minimal edges of the child. As we shall see, these edges are
also incorporated, indirectly, into happens-before. They are gener-
ated by the operational semantics, so are another component of an
Xopsem.

Thread creation gives rise to many memory actions (for passing
function arguments and writing and reading the thread id) which
clutter examples, so for this paper we usually use a more concise
parallel composition, written {{{ ... ||| ... }}}:

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y;
{{{ x = 3;
||| y = (x==3);
}}};
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna x=3 c:Rna x=2

d:Wna y=0

dr

asw,rf
asw

sb

This example exhibits a data race (dr): two actions at the same
location, on different threads, not related by happens-before, at
least one of which is a write.

data races = {(a, b).
(a %= b) # same location a b # (is write a ( is write b) #
¬ same thread a b #
¬(is atomic action a # is atomic action b) #
¬(a

happens-before!!!!!!!!" b ( b
happens-before!!!!!!!!" a)}

If there is a pre-execution of a program that has a data-race,
then, as with unsequenced-races, that program has undefined be-
haviour.

Data races can be prevented by using mutexes, as usual. These
give rise to lock and unlock memory actions on the mutex location,
and a pre-execution has a relation, sc, as part of Xwitness that totally
orders such actions. A consistent locks predicate checks that lock
and unlock actions are appropriately alternating. Moreover, these
actions on each mutex create synchronizes-with edges from every
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to functions), meaning that they could be in either order, or even
overlapping. Evaluation order is expressed by the sequenced-before
(sb) relation, a strict preorder over the actions, that here does not
order (c) and (d). The two reads both read from the same write (a),
indicated by the rf relation.

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y = 0;
y = (x==x);
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna y=0

c:Rna x=2 d:Rna x=2

e:Wna y=1

sb

rf rf

sb sb

sb sb

The set of actions and the sequenced-before relation are given
by the operational semantics (so are part of the Xopsem); the rf re-
lation is existentially quantified (part of the Xwitness), as in general
there may be many writes that each read might read from.

In a non-SC semantics, the constraint on reads cannot be sim-
ply that they read from the ‘most recent’ write, as there is no
global linear time. Instead, they are constrained here using a
happens-before relation, which in the single-threaded case coin-
cides with sequenced-before. Non-atomic reads have to read from
a visible side effect, a write to the same location that happens-before
the read but is not happens-before-hidden, i.e., one for which there
is no intervening write to the location in happens-before. We de-
fine the visible-side-effect relation below, writing it with an arrow.
The auxiliary functions is write and is read pick out all actions
(including atomic actions and read-modify-writes but not lock or
unlock actions) that write or read memory.

a
visible-side-effect!!!!!!!!!" b =

a
happens-before!!!!!!!!" b #

is write a # is read b # same location a b #
¬($c. (c %= a) # (c %= b) #

is write c # same location c b #
a

happens-before!!!!!!!!" c
happens-before!!!!!!!!" b)

The constraint on the values read by nonatomic reads is in two
parts: the reads-from map must satisfy a well-formedness condition
(not shown here), saying that reads cannot read from multiple
writes, that they must be at the same location and have the same
value as the write they read from, and so on. More interestingly, it
must respect the visible side effects, in the following sense.

consistent reads from mapping =
(&b. (is read b # is at non atomic location b) ='

(if ($avse . avse
visible-side-effect!!!!!!!!!" b)

then ($avse . avse
visible-side-effect!!!!!!!!!" b # avse

rf!" b)

else ¬($a. a
rf!" b))) #

[. . .]

If a read has no visible side effects (e.g. reading an uninitialised
variable), there can be no rf edge. This is an indeterminate read,
and the program is deemed to have undefined behaviour.

indeterminate reads = {b. is read b # ¬($a. a
rf!" b)}

A pre-execution has an unsequenced-race if there is a write and
another access to the same location, on the same thread that are
unsequenced.

unsequenced races = {(a, b).
(a %= b) # same location a b # (is write a ( is write b) #
same thread a b #
¬(a

sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!" b ( b
sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!" a)}

Programs with an execution that contains an unsequenced
race (ur), like the one below, have undefined behaviour.

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y = 0;
y = (x == (x=3));
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

c:Wna x=3d:Rna x=2

b:Wna y=0

e:Wna y=0

sb

dummy

sb

dummy

sbsb

rf

sb
ur

2.2 Threads, Data Races, and Locks

We now integrate C++-0x threads into the model. The following
program spawns a thread that writes 3 to x and concurrently writes
3 into y in the original thread.

void foo(int* p) {*p = 3;}
int main() {

int x = 2;
int y;
thread t1(foo, &x);
y = 3;
t1.join();
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna t1=thrd1 e:Wna p=x

c:Wna y=3

d:Rna t1=thrd1

f:Rna p=x

g:Wna x=3

sb asw

sb

rf

sb

sb,rf

sb

The thread creation gives rise to additional-synchronizes-with
(asw) edges (here a

asw!!" e) from sequenced-before-maximal ac-
tions of the parent thread before the thread creation to sequenced-
before-minimal edges of the child. As we shall see, these edges are
also incorporated, indirectly, into happens-before. They are gener-
ated by the operational semantics, so are another component of an
Xopsem.

Thread creation gives rise to many memory actions (for passing
function arguments and writing and reading the thread id) which
clutter examples, so for this paper we usually use a more concise
parallel composition, written {{{ ... ||| ... }}}:

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y;
{{{ x = 3;
||| y = (x==3);
}}};
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna x=3 c:Rna x=2

d:Wna y=0

dr

asw,rf
asw

sb

This example exhibits a data race (dr): two actions at the same
location, on different threads, not related by happens-before, at
least one of which is a write.

data races = {(a, b).
(a %= b) # same location a b # (is write a ( is write b) #
¬ same thread a b #
¬(is atomic action a # is atomic action b) #
¬(a

happens-before!!!!!!!!" b ( b
happens-before!!!!!!!!" a)}

If there is a pre-execution of a program that has a data-race,
then, as with unsequenced-races, that program has undefined be-
haviour.

Data races can be prevented by using mutexes, as usual. These
give rise to lock and unlock memory actions on the mutex location,
and a pre-execution has a relation, sc, as part of Xwitness that totally
orders such actions. A consistent locks predicate checks that lock
and unlock actions are appropriately alternating. Moreover, these
actions on each mutex create synchronizes-with edges from every
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unlock to every lock that is ordered after it in sc. The synchronizes-
with relation is a derived relation, calculated from a candidate ex-
ecution, which contains mutex edges, the additional-synchronizes-
with edges (e.g. from thread creation), and other edges that we will
come to.

a
synchronizes-with!!!!!!!!!" b =
(* – additional synchronisation, from thread create etc. – *)

a
additional-synchronizes-with!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" b #

(same location a b $ a % actions $ b % actions $ (
(* – mutex synchronization – *)
(is unlock a $ is lock b $ a

sc!" b) #
[. . .]))

For multi-threaded programs with locks but without atom-
ics, happens-before is the transitive closure of the union of the
sequenced-before and synchronizes-with relations. The definition
of a visible side effect and the conditions on the reads-from rela-
tion are unchanged from the single-threaded case.

2.3 SC Atomics

For simple concurrent accesses to shared memory that are not pro-
tected by locks, C++0x provides sequentially consistent atomics.
Altering the racy example from above to use an atomic object x and
SC atomic operations, we have the following, in which the concur-
rent access to x is not considered a data race, and so the program
does not have undefined behaviour.

int main() {
atomic_int x;
x.store(2);
int y = 0;
{{{ x.store(3);
||| y = ((x.load())==3);
}}};
return 0; }

a:WSC x=2

b:Wna y=0

d:RSC x=2c:WSC x=3

e:Wna y=0

sb

sc

sb

aswasw

rf,sc

Semantically, this is because SC atomic operations are totally or-
dered by sc, and so can be thought of as interleaving with each
other in a global time-line. Their semantics are covered in de-
tail in [BA08] and we will describe their precise integration into
happens-before in the following section.

Initialisation of an atomic object is by non-atomic stores (to
avoid the need for a hardware fence for every such initialisa-
tion), and those non-atomic stores can race with other actions at
the location unless the program has some synchronisation. Non-
initialisation SC-atomic accesses are made with atomic read, write
and read-modify-write actions that do not race with each other.

2.4 Low-level Atomics

SC atomics are expensive to implement on most multiprocessors,
e.g. with the suggested implementations for an SC atomic load be-
ing LOCK XADD(0) on x86 [Ter08] and hwsync; ld; cmp; bc;
isync on Power [MS10]; the LOCK’d instruction and the hwsync
may take 100s of cycles. They also provide more synchronisation
than needed for many concurrent idioms. Accordingly, C++0x in-
cludes several weaker variants: atomic actions are parametrised
by a memory order, mo, that specifies how much synchronisa-
tion and ordering is required. The strongest ordering is required
for MO SEQ CST actions (which is the default, as used above),
and the weakest for MO RELAXED actions. In between there are
MO RELEASE/MO ACQUIRE and MO RELEASE/MO CONSUME
pairs, and MO ACQ REL with both acquire and release semantics.

2.5 Types and Relations

Before giving the semantics of low-level atomics, we summarise
the types and relations of the model. There are base types of action
ids aid , thread ids tid , locations l , and values v . As we have seen
already, actions can be non-atomic reads or writes, or mutex locks
or unlocks. Additionally, there are atomic reads, writes, and read-
modify-writes (with a memory order parameter mo) and fences
(also with an mo parameter). We often elide the thread ids.

action =
aid , tid :Rnal = v non-atomic read

| aid , tid :Wnal = v non-atomic write
| aid , tid :Rmo l = v atomic read
| aid , tid :Wmo l = v atomic write
| aid , tid :RMWmo l = v1/v2 atomic read-modify-write
| aid , tid :L l lock
| aid , tid :U l unlock
| aid , tid :Fmo fence

The is read predicate picks out non-atomic and atomic reads and
atomic read-modify-writes; the is write predicate picks out non-
atomic and atomic writes and atomic read-modify-writes.

Locations are subject to a very weak type system: each location
stores a particular kind of object, as determined by a location-kind
map. The atomic actions can only be performed on ATOMIC lo-
cations. The non-atomic reads and writes can be performed on
either ATOMIC or NON ATOMIC locations. Locks and unlocks
are mutex actions and can only be performed on MUTEX loca-
tions. These are enforced (among other sanity properties) by a
well formed threads predicate; we elide the details here.

The Xopsem part of a candidate execution X consists of
a set of thread ids, a set of actions, a location typing, and
three binary relations over its actions: sequenced-before (sb),
additional-synchronized-with (asw), and data-dependency (dd).
We have already seen the first two: sequenced-before contains
the intra-thread edges imposed by the C++ evaluation order,
and additional-synchronized-with contains additional edges from
thread creation and thread join (among others). Data dependence
will be used for release/consume atomics (in §2.8). These are all re-
lations that are decided by the syntactic structure of the source code
and the path of control flow, and so the set of possible choices for
an Xopsem can be calculated by the operational semantics without
reference to the memory model (with reads taking unconstrained
values).

The Xwitness part of a candidate execution X consists of a fur-
ther three binary relations over its actions: rf, sc, and modification
order (mo). The rf reads-from map is a relation containing edges
to read actions from the write actions whose values they take, and
edges to each lock action from the last unlock of its mutex. The
sequentially consistent order sc is a total order over all actions that
are MO SEQ CST and all mutex actions. The modification order
(mo) is a total order over all writes at each atomic location (leaving
writes at different locations unrelated), and will be used to express
coherence conditions. These relations are existentially quantified
in the definition of cpp memory model, and for each Xopsem ad-
mitted by the operational semantics there may be many choices of
an Xwitness that give a consistent execution (each of which may or
may not have a data race, unsequenced race, or indeterminate read).

The happens-before relation, along with several others, are de-
rived from those in Xopsem and Xwitness.

2.6 Release/Acquire Synchronization

An atomic write or fence is a release if it has the memory order
MO RELEASE, MO ACQ REL or MO SEQ CST. Atomic reads or
fences with order MO ACQUIRE, MO ACQ REL or MO SEQ CST,
and fences with order MO CONSUME, are acquire actions.
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Release-Acquire SynchronizationPairs of a write-release and a read-acquire support the following
programming idiom. Here one thread writes some data x (perhaps
spanning multiple words) and then sets a flag y while the other spins
until the flag is set and then reads the data.

// sender
x = ...
y = 1;

// receiver
while (0 == y);
r = x;

The desired guarantee here is that the receiver must see the data
writes of the sender (in more detail, that the receiver cannot see
any values of data that precede those writes in modification or-
der). This can be achieved with an atomic store of y, annotated
MO RELEASE, and an atomic load of y annotated MO ACQUIRE.
The reads and writes of x can be nonatomic.

In the model, any instance of a read-acquire that reads from a
write-release gives rise to a synchronizes-with edge, e.g. as on the
left below (where the rf edges are suppressed).

a:Wna x=1

b:WREL y=1

c:RACQ y=1

d:Rna x=1

sb

sb

sw

a:Wna x=1

b:WREL y=1

c:WRLX y=2

d:RACQ y=2

e:Rna x=1

sb

sb

swsb,mo,rs

rf

For such programs (in fact for any program without re-
lease/consume atomics), happens-before is still the transitive clo-
sure of the union of the sequenced-before and synchronizes-with
relations, so here a

happens-before!!!!!!!" d and (d) is obliged to read from
(a).

In this case, the read-acquire synchronizes with the write-
release that it reads from. More generally, the read-acquire can syn-
chronize with a write-release (to the same location) that is before
the write that it reads from. To define this precisely, we need to use
the modification order of a candidate execution and to introduce the
derived notion of a release sequence, of writes that follow (in some
sense) a write-acquire.

For example, in the fragment of an execution on the right above,
the read-acquire (d) synchronizes with the write-release (b) by
virtue of the fact that (d) reads from another write to the same
location, (c), and (b) precedes (c) in the modification order (mo)
for that location.

The modification order of a candidate execution (here
b

modification-order!!!!!!!!!" c) totally orders all of the write actions on each
atomic location, in this case y. It must also be consistent with
happens-before, in the sense below.

consistent modification order =

(!a. !b. a
modification-order""""""""""# b =$ same location a b) %

(!l & locations of actions. case location-kind l of
ATOMIC # (

let actions at l = {a. (location a = SOME l)} in
let writes at l = {a & actions at l . (is store a '

is atomic store a ' is atomic rmw a)} in
strict total order over writes at l

(
modification-order""""""""""#|actions at l ) %

(* happens-before at the writes of l is a subset of mo for l *)
happens-before""""""""#|writes at l (

modification-order""""""""""#%
[. . .])

) # (
let actions at l = {a. (location a = SOME l)} in

(
modification-order""""""""""#|actions at l ) = {}))

In the example, the release action (b) has a release sequence
[(b),(c)], a contiguous sub-sequence of modification order on the
location of the write-release. The release sequence is headed by
the release and can be followed by writes from the same thread or
read-modify-writes from any thread; other writes by other threads
break the sequence. We represent a release sequence not by the list
of actions but by a relation from the head to all the elements, as the
order is given by modification order. In figures we usually suppress
the reflexive edge from the head to itself.

rs element rs head a =
same thread a rs head ' is atomic rmw a

arel
release-sequence"""""""""# b =

is at atomic location b %
is release arel % (

(b = arel ) '
(rs element arel b % arel

modification-order""""""""""# b %
(!c. arel

modification-order""""""""""# c
modification-order""""""""""# b =$

rs element arel c)))

A write-release synchronizes-with a read-acquire if both act on
the same location and the release sequence of the release contains
the write that the acquire reads from. In the example b

release-sequence!!!!!!!!"
c

rf!" d , so we have b
synchronizes-with!!!!!!!!" d . The definition below covers

mutexes and thread creation (in additional-synchronizes-with) but
elides the effects of fences.

a
synchronizes-with"""""""""# b =
(* – additional synchronization, from thread create etc. – *)

a
additional-synchronizes-with"""""""""""""""# b '

(same location a b % a & actions % b & actions % (
(* – mutex synchronization – *)
(is unlock a % is lock b % a

sc"# b) '

(* – release/acquire synchronization – *)
(is release a % is acquire b % ¬ same thread a b %
(*c. a

release-sequence"""""""""# c
rf"# b)) '

[. . .]))

The modification order and the sc order we saw earlier must also
be consistent, in the following sense:

consistent sc order =

let sc happens before =
happens-before""""""""#|all sc actions in

let sc mod order =
modification-order""""""""""#|all sc actions in

strict total order over all sc actions (
sc"#) %

sc happens before""""""""""""# ( sc"#%
sc mod order"""""""""# ( sc"#

2.7 Constraining Atomic Read Values

The values that can be read by an atomic action depend on happens-
before, derived from sequenced-before and synchronizes-with. We
return to the execution fragment shown on the right in the previous
subsection, showing a transitive reduction of happens-before that
coincides with its constituent orderings.

a:Wna x=1

b:WREL y=1

c:WRLX y=2

d:RACQ y=2

e:Rna x=1
hb

hb

hb
hb

An atomic action must read a write that is in one of its visible
sequences of side effects; in this case (d) either reads (b) or (c).
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- Message-passing program 
- Desired behavior: 

- Causal ordering between events that precede the release-write to y by 
the sender and the events that follow the acquire-read to y by the 
receiver

Pairs of a write-release and a read-acquire support the following
programming idiom. Here one thread writes some data x (perhaps
spanning multiple words) and then sets a flag y while the other spins
until the flag is set and then reads the data.

// sender
x = ...
y = 1;

// receiver
while (0 == y);
r = x;

The desired guarantee here is that the receiver must see the data
writes of the sender (in more detail, that the receiver cannot see
any values of data that precede those writes in modification or-
der). This can be achieved with an atomic store of y, annotated
MO RELEASE, and an atomic load of y annotated MO ACQUIRE.
The reads and writes of x can be nonatomic.

In the model, any instance of a read-acquire that reads from a
write-release gives rise to a synchronizes-with edge, e.g. as on the
left below (where the rf edges are suppressed).

a:Wna x=1

b:WREL y=1

c:RACQ y=1

d:Rna x=1

sb

sb

sw

a:Wna x=1

b:WREL y=1

c:WRLX y=2

d:RACQ y=2

e:Rna x=1

sb

sb

swsb,mo,rs

rf

For such programs (in fact for any program without re-
lease/consume atomics), happens-before is still the transitive clo-
sure of the union of the sequenced-before and synchronizes-with
relations, so here a

happens-before!!!!!!!" d and (d) is obliged to read from
(a).

In this case, the read-acquire synchronizes with the write-
release that it reads from. More generally, the read-acquire can syn-
chronize with a write-release (to the same location) that is before
the write that it reads from. To define this precisely, we need to use
the modification order of a candidate execution and to introduce the
derived notion of a release sequence, of writes that follow (in some
sense) a write-acquire.

For example, in the fragment of an execution on the right above,
the read-acquire (d) synchronizes with the write-release (b) by
virtue of the fact that (d) reads from another write to the same
location, (c), and (b) precedes (c) in the modification order (mo)
for that location.

The modification order of a candidate execution (here
b

modification-order!!!!!!!!!" c) totally orders all of the write actions on each
atomic location, in this case y. It must also be consistent with
happens-before, in the sense below.

consistent modification order =

(!a. !b. a
modification-order""""""""""# b =$ same location a b) %

(!l & locations of actions. case location-kind l of
ATOMIC # (

let actions at l = {a. (location a = SOME l)} in
let writes at l = {a & actions at l . (is store a '

is atomic store a ' is atomic rmw a)} in
strict total order over writes at l

(
modification-order""""""""""#|actions at l ) %

(* happens-before at the writes of l is a subset of mo for l *)
happens-before""""""""#|writes at l (

modification-order""""""""""#%
[. . .])

) # (
let actions at l = {a. (location a = SOME l)} in

(
modification-order""""""""""#|actions at l ) = {}))

In the example, the release action (b) has a release sequence
[(b),(c)], a contiguous sub-sequence of modification order on the
location of the write-release. The release sequence is headed by
the release and can be followed by writes from the same thread or
read-modify-writes from any thread; other writes by other threads
break the sequence. We represent a release sequence not by the list
of actions but by a relation from the head to all the elements, as the
order is given by modification order. In figures we usually suppress
the reflexive edge from the head to itself.

rs element rs head a =
same thread a rs head ' is atomic rmw a

arel
release-sequence"""""""""# b =

is at atomic location b %
is release arel % (

(b = arel ) '
(rs element arel b % arel

modification-order""""""""""# b %
(!c. arel

modification-order""""""""""# c
modification-order""""""""""# b =$

rs element arel c)))

A write-release synchronizes-with a read-acquire if both act on
the same location and the release sequence of the release contains
the write that the acquire reads from. In the example b

release-sequence!!!!!!!!"
c

rf!" d , so we have b
synchronizes-with!!!!!!!!" d . The definition below covers

mutexes and thread creation (in additional-synchronizes-with) but
elides the effects of fences.

a
synchronizes-with"""""""""# b =
(* – additional synchronization, from thread create etc. – *)

a
additional-synchronizes-with"""""""""""""""# b '

(same location a b % a & actions % b & actions % (
(* – mutex synchronization – *)
(is unlock a % is lock b % a

sc"# b) '

(* – release/acquire synchronization – *)
(is release a % is acquire b % ¬ same thread a b %
(*c. a

release-sequence"""""""""# c
rf"# b)) '

[. . .]))

The modification order and the sc order we saw earlier must also
be consistent, in the following sense:

consistent sc order =

let sc happens before =
happens-before""""""""#|all sc actions in

let sc mod order =
modification-order""""""""""#|all sc actions in

strict total order over all sc actions (
sc"#) %

sc happens before""""""""""""# ( sc"#%
sc mod order"""""""""# ( sc"#

2.7 Constraining Atomic Read Values

The values that can be read by an atomic action depend on happens-
before, derived from sequenced-before and synchronizes-with. We
return to the execution fragment shown on the right in the previous
subsection, showing a transitive reduction of happens-before that
coincides with its constituent orderings.

a:Wna x=1

b:WREL y=1

c:WRLX y=2

d:RACQ y=2

e:Rna x=1
hb

hb

hb
hb

An atomic action must read a write that is in one of its visible
sequences of side effects; in this case (d) either reads (b) or (c).
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- No additional synchronization edges introduced 
- Only provides basic coherence guarantees

Independent Reads of Independent Writes (IRIW) Here the
first two threads write to different locations; the question is whether
the second two threads can see those writes in different orders. With
relaxed, release/acquire, or release/consume atomics, they can.

c:WREL x=1 e:RACQ x=1d:WREL y=1 g:RACQ y=1

f:RACQ y=0 h:RACQ x=0

rf rf

sbsb

4. From standard to formalisation and back
We developed the model presented in Section 2 by a lengthy iter-
ative process: building formalisations of various drafts of the stan-
dard, and of Boehm and Adve’s model without low-level atom-
ics [BA08]; considering the behaviour of examples, both by hand
and with our tool; trying to prove properties of the formalisations;
and discussing issues with members of the Concurrency subcom-
mittee of the C++ Standards Committee (TC1/SC22/WG21). To
give a flavour of this process, and to explain how our formalisation
differs from the current draft (the final committee draft, N3092) of
the standard, we describe a selection of debatable issues. This also
serves to bring out the delicacy of the standard, and the pitfalls of
prose specification, even when carried out with great care. We have
made suggestions for technical or editorial changes to the draft for
many of these points and it seems likely that they will be incorpo-
rated.

We begin with two straightforward drafting issues, easily fixed.
Then there are three substantial semantic problems in N3092 where
we have proposed solutions. Finally, there is an outstanding ques-
tion that warrants further investigation.

‘Subsequent’ in visible sequences of side effects N3092 de-
fines: The visible sequence of side effects on an atomic object M ,
with respect to a value computation B of M , is a maximal contigu-
ous sub-sequence of side effects in the modification order of M ,
where the first side effect is visible with respect to B, and for ev-
ery subsequent side effect, it is not the case that B happens before
it. However, if every element in a vsse happens-before a read, the
read should not take the value of the visible side effect. Following
discussion, we formalise this without the subsequent.

Additional happens-before edges There are 6 places where
N3092 adds happens-before relationships explicitly (in addition
to those from sequenced-before and inter-thread-happens-before),
e.g. between the invocation of a thread constructor and the function
that the thread runs. As happens-before is carefully not transitively
closed, such edges would not be transitive with (e.g.) sequenced-
before. Accordingly, we instead add them to the synchronizes-
with relation; for those within our C++ fragment, our operational
semantics introduces them into additional-synchronizes-with.

Acyclicity of happens-before N3092 defines happens-before,
making plain that it is not necessarily transitive, but does not state
whether it is required to be acyclic (or whether, perhaps, a pro-
gram with a cyclic execution is deemed to have undefined be-
haviour). The release/consume LB example of §3 has a cyclic inter-
thread-happens-before, as shown there, but is otherwise a con-
sistent execution. After discussion, it seems clear that executions
with cyclic inter-thread-happens-before (or, equivalently, cyclic
happens-before) should not be considered, so we impose that ex-
plicitly.

Coherence requirements The draft standard enforced only two
of the four coherence requirements presented in §2.7, CoRR and
CoWW. In the absence of CoRW and CoWR, the following execu-
tions were allowed.

b:WREL x=1 c:RCON x=1

d:WREL x=2

mo
sb

rf,dob
a:RMWREL x=0/1

b:WSC x=2

c:RSC x=1

d:WREL x=0
mo,rs

sw,vse

sb,vse

sb,mo

rf

The execution on the left violates CoRW by containing a cycle
of happens-before and modification order edges, allowed only due
to the lack of transitivity of happens-before. The execution on the
right violates CoWR by having a read from a write (the read-
modify-write (a)) that is sequenced-before-hidden by (c). Actions
(b) and (c) are shown as SC atomics for emphasis.

Furthermore, the draft standard refers to ‘the’ visible sequence
of side-effects, suggesting uniqueness. Nevertheless, it allows valid
executions that have more than one, relying on the lack of transitiv-
ity of happens-before as in the CoRW execution above.

These behaviours are surprising and were not intended by the
designers.

Sequential consistency for SC atomics The promise of sequen-
tial consistency to the non-expert programmer is a central design
choice of C++0x and is stated directly by N3092: memory order
seq cst ensures sequential consistency [...] for a program that

is free of data races and uses exclusively memory order seq
cst operations. Unfortunately N3092 allows the following non-
sequentially consistent execution of the SB example with SC atom-
ics (initialisation writes, such as (a) and (b), are non-atomic so that
they need not be compiled with memory fences):

a:Wna x=0

b:Wna y=0

d:RSC x=0

c:WSC y=1 e:WSC x=1

f:RSC y=0

sb
rf

aswaswrf

sc
sb,sc

sb,sc

We devised a stronger restriction on the values that may be
read by SC atomics, stated in §2.7, that does provide sequential
consistency here.

Overlapping executions and thin-air reads In a C++0x pro-
gram that gives rise to the relaxed LB example in §3, the written
value 1 might have been concrete in the program source. Alterna-
tively, one might imagine a thin-air read: the program below has
the same execution, and here there is no occurrence of 1 in the pro-
gram source.
int main() {

int r1, r2;
atomic_int x = 0;
atomic_int y = 0;
{{{ { r1 = x.load(mo_relaxed));

y.store(r1,mo_relaxed); }
||| { r2 = y.load(mo_relaxed));

x.store(r2,mo_relaxed); }
}}}
return 0; }

c:RRLX x=1

d:WRLX y=1

e:RRLX y=1

f:WRLX x=1

sb
rf

sb
rf

This would be surprising, and in fact would not happen with typical
hardware and compilers. In the Java Memory Model [MPA05],
much of the complexity of the model arises from the desire to
outlaw thin-air reads, which there is essential to prevent forging
of pointers. N3092 also attempts to forbid thin air reads, with:
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A visible sequence of side effects of a read is a contiguous sub-
sequence of modification order, headed by a visible side effect of
the read, where the read does not happen before any member of the
sequence. We represent a visible sequence of side effects not as a
list but as a set of actions in the tail of the sequence (we are not
concerned with their order).

visible sequence of side e!ects tail vsse head b =

{c. vsse head
modification-order!!!!!!!!!!" c #

¬(b
happens-before!!!!!!!!" c) #

($a. vsse head
modification-order!!!!!!!!!!" a

modification-order!!!!!!!!!!" c

=% ¬(b
happens-before!!!!!!!!" a))}

We define visible-sequences-of-side-effects to be the binary re-
lation relating atomic reads to their visible-side-effect sets (now in-
cluding the visible side effects themselves). The atomic read must
read from a write in one of these sets.

We can now extend the previous definition of the consistent
reads-from predicate to be the conjunction of the read-restrictions
on nonatomic and atomic actions, and a constraint ensuring read-
modify-write atomicity.

consistent reads from mapping =
($b. (is read b # is at non atomic location b) =%

(if (&avse . avse
visible-side-effect!!!!!!!!!" b)

then (&avse . avse
visible-side-effect!!!!!!!!!" b # avse

rf!" b)

else ¬(&a. a
rf!" b))) #

($b. (is read b # is at atomic location b) =%
(if (&(b!, vsse) ' visible-sequences-of-side-effects. (b! = b))
then (&(b!, vsse) ' visible-sequences-of-side-effects.

(b! = b) # (&c ' vsse. c
rf!" b))

else ¬(&a. a
rf!" b))) #

($(a, b) ' rf!". is atomic rmw b

=% a |
modification-order!!!!!!!!!!" b) #

[. . .]

A candidate execution is also required to be free of the following
four execution fragments. This property is called coherence.

CoRR

a:W x=1

b:W x=2 d:R x=2

c:R x=1
rfmo

rf

hb

CoWR

b:W x=2 c:W x=1

d:R x=2
hb

mo
rf

CoWW

a:W x=1

b:W x=2
hb mo

CoRW

a:W x=1 c:R x=1

d:W x=2
mo

rf
hb

CoRR Two reads ordered by happens-before may not read two
writes that are modification ordered in the other direction.

CoWR It is forbidden to read from a write that is happens-before-
hidden by a later write in modification order.

CoWW Happens-before and modification-order may not disagree.

CoRW The union of the reads-from map, happens-before and
modification-order must be acyclic.

Finally, we restrict SC reads: If there is no preceding write in sc
order, then there is no extra restriction. Otherwise, they must read
from the last prior write in sc order, from a non-atomic write that
follows it in modification order, or from any non-SC atomic write.

2.8 Release/Consume Atomics

On multiprocessors with weak memory orders, notably Power,
release/acquire pairs are cheaper to implement than sequentially

consistent atomics but still significantly more expensive than
plain stores and loads. For example, the proposed Power im-
plementation of load-acquire, ld; cmp; bc; isync, involves an
isync [MS10]. However, Power (and also ARM) does guarantee
that certain dependencies in an assembly program are respected,
and in many cases those suffice, making the isync sequence un-
necessary. As we understand it, this is the motivation for introduc-
ing a read-consume variant of read-acquire atomics. On a stronger
processor (e.g. a TSO x86 or Sparc), or one where those dependen-
cies are not respected, read-consume would be implemented just as
read-acquire.

Read-consume enables efficient implementations of algorithms
that use pointer reassignment for commits of their data, e.g. read-
copy-update [MW]. For example, suppose one thread writes some
data (perhaps spanning multiple words) then writes the address of
that data to a shared atomic pointer, while the other thread reads the
shared pointer, dereferences it and reads the data.

// sender
data = ...
p = &data;

// receiver
r1 = p
r2 = *r1; // data

Here there is a dependency at the receiver from the read of p to the
read of data. This can be expressed using a write-release and an
atomic load of p annotated MO CONSUME:

int main() {
int data; atomic_address p;
{{{ { data=1;

p.store(&data, mo_release); }
||| printf("%d\n", *(p.load(mo_consume)) );
}}};
return 0; }

As we saw in §2.6, the semantics of release/acquire pairs intro-
duced synchronizes-with edges, and happens-before includes the
transitive closure of synchronizes-with and sequenced-before —
for a release/acquire version of this example, we would have the
edges on the left below, and hence a

happens-before!!!!!!!" d .

a:WSC data=1

b:WREL p=data

c:RACQ p=data

d:RSC data=1

sw

sb

sb,dd

a:WSC data=1

b:WREL p=data

c:RCON p=data

d:RSC data=1

sb

dob

dob

sb,dd,cad

For release/consume, the key fact is that there is a data dependency
(dd) from (c) to (d), as shown on the right. The (dd) edge is
provided by the operational semantics and gives rise to a carries-
a-dependency-to (cad) edge, which extends data dependency with
thread-local reads-from relationships:

a
carries-a-dependency-to!!!!!!!!!!!!" b =

a ((
rf!"( sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!") ) data-dependency!!!!!!!!!")+ b

In turn, this gives rise to a dependency-ordered-before (dob)
edge, which is the release/consume analogue of the release/acquire
synchronizes-with edge. This involves release sequences as before
(in the example just the singleton [(b)]):

a
dependency-ordered-before!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" d =
a ' actions # d ' actions #
(&b. is release a # is consume b #

(&e. a
release-sequence!!!!!!!!!" e

rf!" b) #
(b

carries-a-dependency-to!!!!!!!!!!!!" d * (b = d)))
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Message passing not sound with relaxed atomics:

2.9 Happens-before

Finally, we can define the complete happens-before relation. To
accommodate MO CONSUME, and specifically the fact that re-
lease/consume pairs only introduce happens-before relations to
dependency-successors of the consume, not to all actions that are
sequenced-after it, the definition is in two steps. First, we de-
fine inter-thread-happens-before, which combines synchronizes-
with and dependency-ordered-before, allowing transitivity with
sequenced-before on the left for both and on the right only for
synchronizes-with:

inter-thread-happens-before!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" =

let r =
synchronizes-with!!!!!!!!!"#

dependency-ordered-before!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#
(

synchronizes-with!!!!!!!!!" $ sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!") in

(
r!"# (

sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!" $ r!"))+

In any execution, this must be acyclic:

consistent inter thread happens before =

irreflexive (
inter-thread-happens-before!!!!!!!!!!!!!!")

Happens-before (which is thereby also acyclic) is then just the
union with sequenced-before:

happens-before!!!!!!!!" =
sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!"# inter-thread-happens-before!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"

2.10 Putting it together

Given a candidate execution X = (Xopsem, Xwitness), we can
now calculate the derived relations:

release-sequence (§2.6), hypothetical-release-sequence (a variant of
release-sequence used in the fence semantics), synchronizes-with (§2.2,
§2.6), carries-a-dependency-to (§2.8), dependency-ordered-before (§2.8),
inter-thread-happens-before (§2.8), happens-before (§2.1, §2.2, §2.3, §2.8),
visible-side-effect (§2.1), and visible-sequences-of-side-effects (§2.7).

The definition of consistent execution used at the start of Sec-
tion 2 is then simply the conjunction of the predicates we have de-
fined:

consistent execution =
well formed threads! (§2.5, defn. elided)
consistent locks! (§2.2, defn. elided)
consistent inter thread happens before! (§2.8)
consistent sc order! (§2.6)
consistent modification order! (§2.6)
well formed reads from mapping ! (§2.1, defn. elided)
consistent reads from mapping (§2.1, §2.7)

The acyclicity check on inter-thread-happens-before, and the
subtlety of the non-transitive happens-before relation, are needed
only for release/consume pairs:

Theorem 1. For an execution with no consume opera-
tions, the consistent inter thread happens before condition of
consistent execution is redundant.

Theorem 2. If a consistent execution has no consume operations,
happens-before is transitive.

The proofs are by case analysis and induction on the size of possible
cycles.

3. Examples
We now illustrate the varying strength of the different memory
orders by showing the semantics of some ‘classic’ examples. In

all cases, variants of the examples with SC atomics do not have the
weak-memory behaviour. As in our other diagrams, to avoid clutter
we only show selected edges, and we omit the C++ sources for
these examples, which are available on-line [BOS].

Store Buffering (SB) Here two threads write to separate loca-
tions and then each reads from the other location. In Total Store
Order (TSO) models both can read from before (w.r.t. coherence)
the other write in the same execution. In C++0x this behaviour is
allowed if those four actions are relaxed, for release/consume pairs
and for release/acquire pairs. This behaviour is not allowed for
the same program using sequentially consistent consistent atomics
(with non-atomic initialisation).

Message Passing (MP) Here one thread (non-atomically) writes
data and then an atomic flag while a second thread waits for the
flag and then (non-atomically) reads data; the question is whether
it is guaranteed to see the data written by the first. As we saw in
§2.6, with a release/acquire pair it is. A release/consume pair gives
the same guarantee iff there is a dependency between the reads,
otherwise there is a consistent execution (on the left) in which there
is a data race (here the second thread sees the initial value of x; the
candidate execution in which the second thread sees the write x=1
is ruled out as that does not happen-before the read and so is not a
visible side effect).

b:Wna x=1

c:WREL y=1 e:Rna x=0

d:RCON y=1

sb dr sb

c:WRLX x=1

d:WRLX y=1

e:RRLX x=1 g:RRLX y=1

f:RRLX y=0 h:RRLX x=0

rf
sb sbrf sb

The same holds with relaxed flag operations.
In a variant in which all writes and reads are release/consumes

or relaxed atomics, eliminating the race, and there are two copies of
the reading thread, the two reading threads can see the two writes
of the writing thread in opposite orders (as on the right above) —
consistent with what one might see on Power, for example.

Load Buffering (LB) In this dual of the SB example the ques-
tion is whether the two reads can both see the (sequenced-before)
later write of the other thread in the same execution. With relaxed
atomics this is allowed, as on the left:

c:RRLX x=1

d:WRLX y=1

e:RRLX y=1

f:WRLX x=1

sb
rf

sb
rf

c:RCON x=1

d:WREL y=1

e:RCON y=1

f:WREL x=1

hb

sb,hb sb,hbdobdob

but with release/consumes (with dependencies) it is not (as on
the right above), because inter-thread-happens-before would be
cyclic. It is not allowed for release/acquire and sequentially con-
sistent atomics (which are stronger than release/consumes with de-
pendencies), because of the cyclic inter-thread-happens-before and
stronger inter-thread ordering.

Write-to-Read Causality (WRC) Here the first thread writes
to x; the second reads from that and then (w.r.t. sequenced-before)
writes to y; the third reads from that and then (w.r.t. sequenced-
before) reads x. The question is whether it is guaranteed to see the
first thread’s write.

c:WRLX x=1 d:RRLX x=1

e:WRLX y=1

f:RRLX y=1

g:RRLX x=0

rf
sb

rf
sb

With relaxed atomics, this is not guaranteed, as shown above,
while with release/acquires it is, as the synchronizes-with edges in
the inter-thread-happens-before relation interfere with the required
read-from map.
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Write-to-read causality guarantees not respected with relaxed  
atomics:

2.9 Happens-before

Finally, we can define the complete happens-before relation. To
accommodate MO CONSUME, and specifically the fact that re-
lease/consume pairs only introduce happens-before relations to
dependency-successors of the consume, not to all actions that are
sequenced-after it, the definition is in two steps. First, we de-
fine inter-thread-happens-before, which combines synchronizes-
with and dependency-ordered-before, allowing transitivity with
sequenced-before on the left for both and on the right only for
synchronizes-with:

inter-thread-happens-before!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" =

let r =
synchronizes-with!!!!!!!!!"#

dependency-ordered-before!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#
(

synchronizes-with!!!!!!!!!" $ sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!") in

(
r!"# (

sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!" $ r!"))+

In any execution, this must be acyclic:

consistent inter thread happens before =

irreflexive (
inter-thread-happens-before!!!!!!!!!!!!!!")

Happens-before (which is thereby also acyclic) is then just the
union with sequenced-before:

happens-before!!!!!!!!" =
sequenced-before!!!!!!!!!"# inter-thread-happens-before!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"

2.10 Putting it together

Given a candidate execution X = (Xopsem, Xwitness), we can
now calculate the derived relations:

release-sequence (§2.6), hypothetical-release-sequence (a variant of
release-sequence used in the fence semantics), synchronizes-with (§2.2,
§2.6), carries-a-dependency-to (§2.8), dependency-ordered-before (§2.8),
inter-thread-happens-before (§2.8), happens-before (§2.1, §2.2, §2.3, §2.8),
visible-side-effect (§2.1), and visible-sequences-of-side-effects (§2.7).

The definition of consistent execution used at the start of Sec-
tion 2 is then simply the conjunction of the predicates we have de-
fined:

consistent execution =
well formed threads! (§2.5, defn. elided)
consistent locks! (§2.2, defn. elided)
consistent inter thread happens before! (§2.8)
consistent sc order! (§2.6)
consistent modification order! (§2.6)
well formed reads from mapping ! (§2.1, defn. elided)
consistent reads from mapping (§2.1, §2.7)

The acyclicity check on inter-thread-happens-before, and the
subtlety of the non-transitive happens-before relation, are needed
only for release/consume pairs:

Theorem 1. For an execution with no consume opera-
tions, the consistent inter thread happens before condition of
consistent execution is redundant.

Theorem 2. If a consistent execution has no consume operations,
happens-before is transitive.

The proofs are by case analysis and induction on the size of possible
cycles.

3. Examples
We now illustrate the varying strength of the different memory
orders by showing the semantics of some ‘classic’ examples. In

all cases, variants of the examples with SC atomics do not have the
weak-memory behaviour. As in our other diagrams, to avoid clutter
we only show selected edges, and we omit the C++ sources for
these examples, which are available on-line [BOS].

Store Buffering (SB) Here two threads write to separate loca-
tions and then each reads from the other location. In Total Store
Order (TSO) models both can read from before (w.r.t. coherence)
the other write in the same execution. In C++0x this behaviour is
allowed if those four actions are relaxed, for release/consume pairs
and for release/acquire pairs. This behaviour is not allowed for
the same program using sequentially consistent consistent atomics
(with non-atomic initialisation).

Message Passing (MP) Here one thread (non-atomically) writes
data and then an atomic flag while a second thread waits for the
flag and then (non-atomically) reads data; the question is whether
it is guaranteed to see the data written by the first. As we saw in
§2.6, with a release/acquire pair it is. A release/consume pair gives
the same guarantee iff there is a dependency between the reads,
otherwise there is a consistent execution (on the left) in which there
is a data race (here the second thread sees the initial value of x; the
candidate execution in which the second thread sees the write x=1
is ruled out as that does not happen-before the read and so is not a
visible side effect).

b:Wna x=1

c:WREL y=1 e:Rna x=0

d:RCON y=1

sb dr sb

c:WRLX x=1

d:WRLX y=1

e:RRLX x=1 g:RRLX y=1

f:RRLX y=0 h:RRLX x=0

rf
sb sbrf sb

The same holds with relaxed flag operations.
In a variant in which all writes and reads are release/consumes

or relaxed atomics, eliminating the race, and there are two copies of
the reading thread, the two reading threads can see the two writes
of the writing thread in opposite orders (as on the right above) —
consistent with what one might see on Power, for example.

Load Buffering (LB) In this dual of the SB example the ques-
tion is whether the two reads can both see the (sequenced-before)
later write of the other thread in the same execution. With relaxed
atomics this is allowed, as on the left:

c:RRLX x=1

d:WRLX y=1

e:RRLX y=1

f:WRLX x=1

sb
rf

sb
rf

c:RCON x=1

d:WREL y=1

e:RCON y=1

f:WREL x=1

hb

sb,hb sb,hbdobdob

but with release/consumes (with dependencies) it is not (as on
the right above), because inter-thread-happens-before would be
cyclic. It is not allowed for release/acquire and sequentially con-
sistent atomics (which are stronger than release/consumes with de-
pendencies), because of the cyclic inter-thread-happens-before and
stronger inter-thread ordering.

Write-to-Read Causality (WRC) Here the first thread writes
to x; the second reads from that and then (w.r.t. sequenced-before)
writes to y; the third reads from that and then (w.r.t. sequenced-
before) reads x. The question is whether it is guaranteed to see the
first thread’s write.

c:WRLX x=1 d:RRLX x=1

e:WRLX y=1

f:RRLX y=1

g:RRLX x=0

rf
sb

rf
sb

With relaxed atomics, this is not guaranteed, as shown above,
while with release/acquires it is, as the synchronizes-with edges in
the inter-thread-happens-before relation interfere with the required
read-from map.
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IRIW admitted:

Independent Reads of Independent Writes (IRIW) Here the
first two threads write to different locations; the question is whether
the second two threads can see those writes in different orders. With
relaxed, release/acquire, or release/consume atomics, they can.

c:WREL x=1 e:RACQ x=1d:WREL y=1 g:RACQ y=1

f:RACQ y=0 h:RACQ x=0

rf rf

sbsb

4. From standard to formalisation and back
We developed the model presented in Section 2 by a lengthy iter-
ative process: building formalisations of various drafts of the stan-
dard, and of Boehm and Adve’s model without low-level atom-
ics [BA08]; considering the behaviour of examples, both by hand
and with our tool; trying to prove properties of the formalisations;
and discussing issues with members of the Concurrency subcom-
mittee of the C++ Standards Committee (TC1/SC22/WG21). To
give a flavour of this process, and to explain how our formalisation
differs from the current draft (the final committee draft, N3092) of
the standard, we describe a selection of debatable issues. This also
serves to bring out the delicacy of the standard, and the pitfalls of
prose specification, even when carried out with great care. We have
made suggestions for technical or editorial changes to the draft for
many of these points and it seems likely that they will be incorpo-
rated.

We begin with two straightforward drafting issues, easily fixed.
Then there are three substantial semantic problems in N3092 where
we have proposed solutions. Finally, there is an outstanding ques-
tion that warrants further investigation.

‘Subsequent’ in visible sequences of side effects N3092 de-
fines: The visible sequence of side effects on an atomic object M ,
with respect to a value computation B of M , is a maximal contigu-
ous sub-sequence of side effects in the modification order of M ,
where the first side effect is visible with respect to B, and for ev-
ery subsequent side effect, it is not the case that B happens before
it. However, if every element in a vsse happens-before a read, the
read should not take the value of the visible side effect. Following
discussion, we formalise this without the subsequent.

Additional happens-before edges There are 6 places where
N3092 adds happens-before relationships explicitly (in addition
to those from sequenced-before and inter-thread-happens-before),
e.g. between the invocation of a thread constructor and the function
that the thread runs. As happens-before is carefully not transitively
closed, such edges would not be transitive with (e.g.) sequenced-
before. Accordingly, we instead add them to the synchronizes-
with relation; for those within our C++ fragment, our operational
semantics introduces them into additional-synchronizes-with.

Acyclicity of happens-before N3092 defines happens-before,
making plain that it is not necessarily transitive, but does not state
whether it is required to be acyclic (or whether, perhaps, a pro-
gram with a cyclic execution is deemed to have undefined be-
haviour). The release/consume LB example of §3 has a cyclic inter-
thread-happens-before, as shown there, but is otherwise a con-
sistent execution. After discussion, it seems clear that executions
with cyclic inter-thread-happens-before (or, equivalently, cyclic
happens-before) should not be considered, so we impose that ex-
plicitly.

Coherence requirements The draft standard enforced only two
of the four coherence requirements presented in §2.7, CoRR and
CoWW. In the absence of CoRW and CoWR, the following execu-
tions were allowed.

b:WREL x=1 c:RCON x=1

d:WREL x=2

mo
sb

rf,dob
a:RMWREL x=0/1

b:WSC x=2

c:RSC x=1

d:WREL x=0
mo,rs

sw,vse

sb,vse

sb,mo

rf

The execution on the left violates CoRW by containing a cycle
of happens-before and modification order edges, allowed only due
to the lack of transitivity of happens-before. The execution on the
right violates CoWR by having a read from a write (the read-
modify-write (a)) that is sequenced-before-hidden by (c). Actions
(b) and (c) are shown as SC atomics for emphasis.

Furthermore, the draft standard refers to ‘the’ visible sequence
of side-effects, suggesting uniqueness. Nevertheless, it allows valid
executions that have more than one, relying on the lack of transitiv-
ity of happens-before as in the CoRW execution above.

These behaviours are surprising and were not intended by the
designers.

Sequential consistency for SC atomics The promise of sequen-
tial consistency to the non-expert programmer is a central design
choice of C++0x and is stated directly by N3092: memory order
seq cst ensures sequential consistency [...] for a program that

is free of data races and uses exclusively memory order seq
cst operations. Unfortunately N3092 allows the following non-
sequentially consistent execution of the SB example with SC atom-
ics (initialisation writes, such as (a) and (b), are non-atomic so that
they need not be compiled with memory fences):

a:Wna x=0

b:Wna y=0

d:RSC x=0

c:WSC y=1 e:WSC x=1

f:RSC y=0

sb
rf

aswaswrf

sc
sb,sc

sb,sc

We devised a stronger restriction on the values that may be
read by SC atomics, stated in §2.7, that does provide sequential
consistency here.

Overlapping executions and thin-air reads In a C++0x pro-
gram that gives rise to the relaxed LB example in §3, the written
value 1 might have been concrete in the program source. Alterna-
tively, one might imagine a thin-air read: the program below has
the same execution, and here there is no occurrence of 1 in the pro-
gram source.
int main() {

int r1, r2;
atomic_int x = 0;
atomic_int y = 0;
{{{ { r1 = x.load(mo_relaxed));

y.store(r1,mo_relaxed); }
||| { r2 = y.load(mo_relaxed));

x.store(r2,mo_relaxed); }
}}}
return 0; }

c:RRLX x=1

d:WRLX y=1

e:RRLX y=1

f:WRLX x=1

sb
rf

sb
rf

This would be surprising, and in fact would not happen with typical
hardware and compilers. In the Java Memory Model [MPA05],
much of the complexity of the model arises from the desire to
outlaw thin-air reads, which there is essential to prevent forging
of pointers. N3092 also attempts to forbid thin air reads, with:
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The authors however did not consider transformations involving
low-level atomic memory accesses.

Nowadays mainstream compilers are becoming aggressive in
performing optimisations that involve atomic accesses; for instance
in gcc 4.10, reorderings of SC atomic loads with non-atomic loads
can be observed as a side effect of partial-redundancy elimination,
while clang 3.5 routinely reorders non-atomic and RLX accesses. A
complete understanding of the validity of compiler optimisations
in the C11 memory model is now a necessity to guide not only the
future standard evolution but also current compiler development.

In this paper we set out to perform an in-depth study of opti-
misations in the C11 memory model. In particular we build on, and
extend, the results of [11] by considering optimisations that involve
atomic accesses. Unexpected surprises lurked behind the corner.

Standard Source-to-Source Transformations are Invalid in C11.

Surprisingly, and contradicting the common belief, we discovered
that the C11 model, as defined in the C/C++ standards and for-
malised by Batty et al. [4], does not validate a number of source-to-
source transformations that are routinely performed by compilers
and are intended to be correct. As an appetiser, in what follows
we show that sequentialisation, a simple transformation that adds
synchronisation by sequentialising two concurrent accesses:

C1kC2  C1;C2

is unsound even when C1 consists of a single non-atomic vari-
able access. Most of our counterexamples exploit the counterintu-
itive causality cycles allowed by the C11 semantics. To understand
these, first consider the following code:

r1 = x.load(RLX);
y.store(1, RLX);

r2 = y.load(RLX);
x.store(1, RLX); (LB)

(in all our examples all variables are initialised to 0 before the
parallel composition, unless specified otherwise). Since relaxed
atomic accesses by design do not race and do not synchronise, it
is perfectly reasonable to get r1 = r2 = 1 at the end of some
execution: the memory accesses in each thread are independent and
the compiler or the hardware might have reordered them.

The C11 standard keeps track of relative ordering between the
memory accesses performed during program execution via the
happens-before relation (shortened hb), defined as the transitive
closure of the program order and of the synchronisations between
actions of different threads.1 Non-atomic loads must return the last
write in the hb relation: this is unique in race-free programs and
guarantees a sequentially consistent semantics for race-free pro-
grams with only non-atomic accesses. For relaxed atomic accesses
the intentions of the standard are more liberal and basically state
that a relaxed load can see any other write which does not happen
after it (according to hb), and which is not shadowed by another
write, effectively allowing the outcome r1 = r2 = 1 above.

Unfortunately, the definition above enables some controversial
behaviours. For instance, the program below can terminate with
x = y = 1 as well:

if (x.load(RLX))
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (CYC)

Again there are no synchronisations, and relaxed loads can see arbi-
trary stores. However, justifying this in terms of compiler or hard-
ware optimisations is harder: the first thread might speculate that
x has value 1 tentatively executing the store to y, while the second
thread speculates that the value of y is 1 tentatively executing the
store to x. The two threads then check if the speculation was cor-
rect, seeing each other’s tentative stores that justify the speculation.

1 For simplicity, we assume there are no consume atomic accesses.

[a = x = y = 0]

WNA(a, 1)

RRLX(x, 1)

RNA(a, 1)

WRLX(y, 1)

RRLX(y, 1)

WRLX(x, 1)reads-from
reads-from

reads-from

Figure 1. Execution resulting in a = x = y = 1.

Several authors have observed that causality cycles make code
verification infeasible [2, 12, 16]. We show that the situation is even
worse than that, because we can exploit them to show that standard
program transformations are unsound. Consider:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (SEQ)

First, notice that there is no execution (consistent execution in the
terminology of Section 2) in which the load of a occurs. We show
this by contradiction. Suppose that there is an execution in which
a load of a occurs. In such an execution the load of a can only
return 0 (the initial value of a) because the store a = 1 does
not happen before it (because it is in a different thread that has
not been synchronised with) and non-atomic loads must return the
latest write that happens before them. Therefore, in this execution
the store to y does not happen, which in turn means that the load
of y cannot return 1 and the store to x also does not happen.
Then, x cannot read 1, and thus the load of a does not occur. As
a consequence this program is not racy: since the load of a does
not occur in any execution, there are no executions with conflicting
accesses on the same non-atomic variable. We conclude that the
only possible final state is a = 1 ^ x = y = 0.

Now, imagine we apply sequentialisation, collapsing the first
two threads and moving the assignment to the start:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX);

Running the resulting code can lead to an execution, formally
depicted in Figure 1, in which the load of a actually returns the
value 1 since the store to a now happens before (via program-order)
the load. This results in the final state a = x = y = 1, which is not
possible for the initial program.

Consequences. The example above is an instance of source-to-
source program transformation: the semantics of both the source
and target code are defined by the C11 memory model. It might
be argued that the main purpose of compiler is not to perform
a source-to-source translation but rather compile C11 programs
to x86/ARM/Power assembler (to cite three widespread architec-
tures), and a correctness statement for a compiler should relate the
C11 semantics of the source program to the x86/ARM/Power se-
mantics of the generated assembler. Indeed if we compile the trans-
formed code above using the standard mapping for low-level atom-
ics for x86 [4] or ARM/Power [13], then the problematic new be-
haviour does not arise in practice. To the best of our knowledge
no modern relaxed architecture allows the causality cycle (or the
other idiosyncrasies of the C11 model we exploit) built by the pro-
gram labelled by (CYC) to terminate with x = y = 1. This implies
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The authors however did not consider transformations involving
low-level atomic memory accesses.
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performing optimisations that involve atomic accesses; for instance
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future standard evolution but also current compiler development.

In this paper we set out to perform an in-depth study of opti-
misations in the C11 memory model. In particular we build on, and
extend, the results of [11] by considering optimisations that involve
atomic accesses. Unexpected surprises lurked behind the corner.

Standard Source-to-Source Transformations are Invalid in C11.

Surprisingly, and contradicting the common belief, we discovered
that the C11 model, as defined in the C/C++ standards and for-
malised by Batty et al. [4], does not validate a number of source-to-
source transformations that are routinely performed by compilers
and are intended to be correct. As an appetiser, in what follows
we show that sequentialisation, a simple transformation that adds
synchronisation by sequentialising two concurrent accesses:
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is unsound even when C1 consists of a single non-atomic vari-
able access. Most of our counterexamples exploit the counterintu-
itive causality cycles allowed by the C11 semantics. To understand
these, first consider the following code:

r1 = x.load(RLX);
y.store(1, RLX);

r2 = y.load(RLX);
x.store(1, RLX); (LB)

(in all our examples all variables are initialised to 0 before the
parallel composition, unless specified otherwise). Since relaxed
atomic accesses by design do not race and do not synchronise, it
is perfectly reasonable to get r1 = r2 = 1 at the end of some
execution: the memory accesses in each thread are independent and
the compiler or the hardware might have reordered them.

The C11 standard keeps track of relative ordering between the
memory accesses performed during program execution via the
happens-before relation (shortened hb), defined as the transitive
closure of the program order and of the synchronisations between
actions of different threads.1 Non-atomic loads must return the last
write in the hb relation: this is unique in race-free programs and
guarantees a sequentially consistent semantics for race-free pro-
grams with only non-atomic accesses. For relaxed atomic accesses
the intentions of the standard are more liberal and basically state
that a relaxed load can see any other write which does not happen
after it (according to hb), and which is not shadowed by another
write, effectively allowing the outcome r1 = r2 = 1 above.

Unfortunately, the definition above enables some controversial
behaviours. For instance, the program below can terminate with
x = y = 1 as well:

if (x.load(RLX))
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (CYC)

Again there are no synchronisations, and relaxed loads can see arbi-
trary stores. However, justifying this in terms of compiler or hard-
ware optimisations is harder: the first thread might speculate that
x has value 1 tentatively executing the store to y, while the second
thread speculates that the value of y is 1 tentatively executing the
store to x. The two threads then check if the speculation was cor-
rect, seeing each other’s tentative stores that justify the speculation.

1 For simplicity, we assume there are no consume atomic accesses.
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Figure 1. Execution resulting in a = x = y = 1.

Several authors have observed that causality cycles make code
verification infeasible [2, 12, 16]. We show that the situation is even
worse than that, because we can exploit them to show that standard
program transformations are unsound. Consider:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (SEQ)

First, notice that there is no execution (consistent execution in the
terminology of Section 2) in which the load of a occurs. We show
this by contradiction. Suppose that there is an execution in which
a load of a occurs. In such an execution the load of a can only
return 0 (the initial value of a) because the store a = 1 does
not happen before it (because it is in a different thread that has
not been synchronised with) and non-atomic loads must return the
latest write that happens before them. Therefore, in this execution
the store to y does not happen, which in turn means that the load
of y cannot return 1 and the store to x also does not happen.
Then, x cannot read 1, and thus the load of a does not occur. As
a consequence this program is not racy: since the load of a does
not occur in any execution, there are no executions with conflicting
accesses on the same non-atomic variable. We conclude that the
only possible final state is a = 1 ^ x = y = 0.

Now, imagine we apply sequentialisation, collapsing the first
two threads and moving the assignment to the start:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX);

Running the resulting code can lead to an execution, formally
depicted in Figure 1, in which the load of a actually returns the
value 1 since the store to a now happens before (via program-order)
the load. This results in the final state a = x = y = 1, which is not
possible for the initial program.

Consequences. The example above is an instance of source-to-
source program transformation: the semantics of both the source
and target code are defined by the C11 memory model. It might
be argued that the main purpose of compiler is not to perform
a source-to-source translation but rather compile C11 programs
to x86/ARM/Power assembler (to cite three widespread architec-
tures), and a correctness statement for a compiler should relate the
C11 semantics of the source program to the x86/ARM/Power se-
mantics of the generated assembler. Indeed if we compile the trans-
formed code above using the standard mapping for low-level atom-
ics for x86 [4] or ARM/Power [13], then the problematic new be-
haviour does not arise in practice. To the best of our knowledge
no modern relaxed architecture allows the causality cycle (or the
other idiosyncrasies of the C11 model we exploit) built by the pro-
gram labelled by (CYC) to terminate with x = y = 1. This implies
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The authors however did not consider transformations involving
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performing optimisations that involve atomic accesses; for instance
in gcc 4.10, reorderings of SC atomic loads with non-atomic loads
can be observed as a side effect of partial-redundancy elimination,
while clang 3.5 routinely reorders non-atomic and RLX accesses. A
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in the C11 memory model is now a necessity to guide not only the
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misations in the C11 memory model. In particular we build on, and
extend, the results of [11] by considering optimisations that involve
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source transformations that are routinely performed by compilers
and are intended to be correct. As an appetiser, in what follows
we show that sequentialisation, a simple transformation that adds
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is unsound even when C1 consists of a single non-atomic vari-
able access. Most of our counterexamples exploit the counterintu-
itive causality cycles allowed by the C11 semantics. To understand
these, first consider the following code:

r1 = x.load(RLX);
y.store(1, RLX);

r2 = y.load(RLX);
x.store(1, RLX); (LB)

(in all our examples all variables are initialised to 0 before the
parallel composition, unless specified otherwise). Since relaxed
atomic accesses by design do not race and do not synchronise, it
is perfectly reasonable to get r1 = r2 = 1 at the end of some
execution: the memory accesses in each thread are independent and
the compiler or the hardware might have reordered them.

The C11 standard keeps track of relative ordering between the
memory accesses performed during program execution via the
happens-before relation (shortened hb), defined as the transitive
closure of the program order and of the synchronisations between
actions of different threads.1 Non-atomic loads must return the last
write in the hb relation: this is unique in race-free programs and
guarantees a sequentially consistent semantics for race-free pro-
grams with only non-atomic accesses. For relaxed atomic accesses
the intentions of the standard are more liberal and basically state
that a relaxed load can see any other write which does not happen
after it (according to hb), and which is not shadowed by another
write, effectively allowing the outcome r1 = r2 = 1 above.

Unfortunately, the definition above enables some controversial
behaviours. For instance, the program below can terminate with
x = y = 1 as well:

if (x.load(RLX))
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (CYC)

Again there are no synchronisations, and relaxed loads can see arbi-
trary stores. However, justifying this in terms of compiler or hard-
ware optimisations is harder: the first thread might speculate that
x has value 1 tentatively executing the store to y, while the second
thread speculates that the value of y is 1 tentatively executing the
store to x. The two threads then check if the speculation was cor-
rect, seeing each other’s tentative stores that justify the speculation.

1 For simplicity, we assume there are no consume atomic accesses.
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Several authors have observed that causality cycles make code
verification infeasible [2, 12, 16]. We show that the situation is even
worse than that, because we can exploit them to show that standard
program transformations are unsound. Consider:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (SEQ)

First, notice that there is no execution (consistent execution in the
terminology of Section 2) in which the load of a occurs. We show
this by contradiction. Suppose that there is an execution in which
a load of a occurs. In such an execution the load of a can only
return 0 (the initial value of a) because the store a = 1 does
not happen before it (because it is in a different thread that has
not been synchronised with) and non-atomic loads must return the
latest write that happens before them. Therefore, in this execution
the store to y does not happen, which in turn means that the load
of y cannot return 1 and the store to x also does not happen.
Then, x cannot read 1, and thus the load of a does not occur. As
a consequence this program is not racy: since the load of a does
not occur in any execution, there are no executions with conflicting
accesses on the same non-atomic variable. We conclude that the
only possible final state is a = 1 ^ x = y = 0.

Now, imagine we apply sequentialisation, collapsing the first
two threads and moving the assignment to the start:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX);

Running the resulting code can lead to an execution, formally
depicted in Figure 1, in which the load of a actually returns the
value 1 since the store to a now happens before (via program-order)
the load. This results in the final state a = x = y = 1, which is not
possible for the initial program.

Consequences. The example above is an instance of source-to-
source program transformation: the semantics of both the source
and target code are defined by the C11 memory model. It might
be argued that the main purpose of compiler is not to perform
a source-to-source translation but rather compile C11 programs
to x86/ARM/Power assembler (to cite three widespread architec-
tures), and a correctness statement for a compiler should relate the
C11 semantics of the source program to the x86/ARM/Power se-
mantics of the generated assembler. Indeed if we compile the trans-
formed code above using the standard mapping for low-level atom-
ics for x86 [4] or ARM/Power [13], then the problematic new be-
haviour does not arise in practice. To the best of our knowledge
no modern relaxed architecture allows the causality cycle (or the
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gram labelled by (CYC) to terminate with x = y = 1. This implies
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these, first consider the following code:

r1 = x.load(RLX);
y.store(1, RLX);

r2 = y.load(RLX);
x.store(1, RLX); (LB)

(in all our examples all variables are initialised to 0 before the
parallel composition, unless specified otherwise). Since relaxed
atomic accesses by design do not race and do not synchronise, it
is perfectly reasonable to get r1 = r2 = 1 at the end of some
execution: the memory accesses in each thread are independent and
the compiler or the hardware might have reordered them.

The C11 standard keeps track of relative ordering between the
memory accesses performed during program execution via the
happens-before relation (shortened hb), defined as the transitive
closure of the program order and of the synchronisations between
actions of different threads.1 Non-atomic loads must return the last
write in the hb relation: this is unique in race-free programs and
guarantees a sequentially consistent semantics for race-free pro-
grams with only non-atomic accesses. For relaxed atomic accesses
the intentions of the standard are more liberal and basically state
that a relaxed load can see any other write which does not happen
after it (according to hb), and which is not shadowed by another
write, effectively allowing the outcome r1 = r2 = 1 above.

Unfortunately, the definition above enables some controversial
behaviours. For instance, the program below can terminate with
x = y = 1 as well:

if (x.load(RLX))
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (CYC)

Again there are no synchronisations, and relaxed loads can see arbi-
trary stores. However, justifying this in terms of compiler or hard-
ware optimisations is harder: the first thread might speculate that
x has value 1 tentatively executing the store to y, while the second
thread speculates that the value of y is 1 tentatively executing the
store to x. The two threads then check if the speculation was cor-
rect, seeing each other’s tentative stores that justify the speculation.

1 For simplicity, we assume there are no consume atomic accesses.
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Figure 1. Execution resulting in a = x = y = 1.

Several authors have observed that causality cycles make code
verification infeasible [2, 12, 16]. We show that the situation is even
worse than that, because we can exploit them to show that standard
program transformations are unsound. Consider:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (SEQ)

First, notice that there is no execution (consistent execution in the
terminology of Section 2) in which the load of a occurs. We show
this by contradiction. Suppose that there is an execution in which
a load of a occurs. In such an execution the load of a can only
return 0 (the initial value of a) because the store a = 1 does
not happen before it (because it is in a different thread that has
not been synchronised with) and non-atomic loads must return the
latest write that happens before them. Therefore, in this execution
the store to y does not happen, which in turn means that the load
of y cannot return 1 and the store to x also does not happen.
Then, x cannot read 1, and thus the load of a does not occur. As
a consequence this program is not racy: since the load of a does
not occur in any execution, there are no executions with conflicting
accesses on the same non-atomic variable. We conclude that the
only possible final state is a = 1 ^ x = y = 0.

Now, imagine we apply sequentialisation, collapsing the first
two threads and moving the assignment to the start:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX);

Running the resulting code can lead to an execution, formally
depicted in Figure 1, in which the load of a actually returns the
value 1 since the store to a now happens before (via program-order)
the load. This results in the final state a = x = y = 1, which is not
possible for the initial program.

Consequences. The example above is an instance of source-to-
source program transformation: the semantics of both the source
and target code are defined by the C11 memory model. It might
be argued that the main purpose of compiler is not to perform
a source-to-source translation but rather compile C11 programs
to x86/ARM/Power assembler (to cite three widespread architec-
tures), and a correctness statement for a compiler should relate the
C11 semantics of the source program to the x86/ARM/Power se-
mantics of the generated assembler. Indeed if we compile the trans-
formed code above using the standard mapping for low-level atom-
ics for x86 [4] or ARM/Power [13], then the problematic new be-
haviour does not arise in practice. To the best of our knowledge
no modern relaxed architecture allows the causality cycle (or the
other idiosyncrasies of the C11 model we exploit) built by the pro-
gram labelled by (CYC) to terminate with x = y = 1. This implies
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misations in the C11 memory model. In particular we build on, and
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(in all our examples all variables are initialised to 0 before the
parallel composition, unless specified otherwise). Since relaxed
atomic accesses by design do not race and do not synchronise, it
is perfectly reasonable to get r1 = r2 = 1 at the end of some
execution: the memory accesses in each thread are independent and
the compiler or the hardware might have reordered them.

The C11 standard keeps track of relative ordering between the
memory accesses performed during program execution via the
happens-before relation (shortened hb), defined as the transitive
closure of the program order and of the synchronisations between
actions of different threads.1 Non-atomic loads must return the last
write in the hb relation: this is unique in race-free programs and
guarantees a sequentially consistent semantics for race-free pro-
grams with only non-atomic accesses. For relaxed atomic accesses
the intentions of the standard are more liberal and basically state
that a relaxed load can see any other write which does not happen
after it (according to hb), and which is not shadowed by another
write, effectively allowing the outcome r1 = r2 = 1 above.

Unfortunately, the definition above enables some controversial
behaviours. For instance, the program below can terminate with
x = y = 1 as well:

if (x.load(RLX))
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (CYC)

Again there are no synchronisations, and relaxed loads can see arbi-
trary stores. However, justifying this in terms of compiler or hard-
ware optimisations is harder: the first thread might speculate that
x has value 1 tentatively executing the store to y, while the second
thread speculates that the value of y is 1 tentatively executing the
store to x. The two threads then check if the speculation was cor-
rect, seeing each other’s tentative stores that justify the speculation.

1 For simplicity, we assume there are no consume atomic accesses.
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Several authors have observed that causality cycles make code
verification infeasible [2, 12, 16]. We show that the situation is even
worse than that, because we can exploit them to show that standard
program transformations are unsound. Consider:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (SEQ)

First, notice that there is no execution (consistent execution in the
terminology of Section 2) in which the load of a occurs. We show
this by contradiction. Suppose that there is an execution in which
a load of a occurs. In such an execution the load of a can only
return 0 (the initial value of a) because the store a = 1 does
not happen before it (because it is in a different thread that has
not been synchronised with) and non-atomic loads must return the
latest write that happens before them. Therefore, in this execution
the store to y does not happen, which in turn means that the load
of y cannot return 1 and the store to x also does not happen.
Then, x cannot read 1, and thus the load of a does not occur. As
a consequence this program is not racy: since the load of a does
not occur in any execution, there are no executions with conflicting
accesses on the same non-atomic variable. We conclude that the
only possible final state is a = 1 ^ x = y = 0.

Now, imagine we apply sequentialisation, collapsing the first
two threads and moving the assignment to the start:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX);

Running the resulting code can lead to an execution, formally
depicted in Figure 1, in which the load of a actually returns the
value 1 since the store to a now happens before (via program-order)
the load. This results in the final state a = x = y = 1, which is not
possible for the initial program.

Consequences. The example above is an instance of source-to-
source program transformation: the semantics of both the source
and target code are defined by the C11 memory model. It might
be argued that the main purpose of compiler is not to perform
a source-to-source translation but rather compile C11 programs
to x86/ARM/Power assembler (to cite three widespread architec-
tures), and a correctness statement for a compiler should relate the
C11 semantics of the source program to the x86/ARM/Power se-
mantics of the generated assembler. Indeed if we compile the trans-
formed code above using the standard mapping for low-level atom-
ics for x86 [4] or ARM/Power [13], then the problematic new be-
haviour does not arise in practice. To the best of our knowledge
no modern relaxed architecture allows the causality cycle (or the
other idiosyncrasies of the C11 model we exploit) built by the pro-
gram labelled by (CYC) to terminate with x = y = 1. This implies
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that the C11 model, as defined in the C/C++ standards and for-
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and are intended to be correct. As an appetiser, in what follows
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is unsound even when C1 consists of a single non-atomic vari-
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(in all our examples all variables are initialised to 0 before the
parallel composition, unless specified otherwise). Since relaxed
atomic accesses by design do not race and do not synchronise, it
is perfectly reasonable to get r1 = r2 = 1 at the end of some
execution: the memory accesses in each thread are independent and
the compiler or the hardware might have reordered them.

The C11 standard keeps track of relative ordering between the
memory accesses performed during program execution via the
happens-before relation (shortened hb), defined as the transitive
closure of the program order and of the synchronisations between
actions of different threads.1 Non-atomic loads must return the last
write in the hb relation: this is unique in race-free programs and
guarantees a sequentially consistent semantics for race-free pro-
grams with only non-atomic accesses. For relaxed atomic accesses
the intentions of the standard are more liberal and basically state
that a relaxed load can see any other write which does not happen
after it (according to hb), and which is not shadowed by another
write, effectively allowing the outcome r1 = r2 = 1 above.

Unfortunately, the definition above enables some controversial
behaviours. For instance, the program below can terminate with
x = y = 1 as well:

if (x.load(RLX))
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (CYC)

Again there are no synchronisations, and relaxed loads can see arbi-
trary stores. However, justifying this in terms of compiler or hard-
ware optimisations is harder: the first thread might speculate that
x has value 1 tentatively executing the store to y, while the second
thread speculates that the value of y is 1 tentatively executing the
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Several authors have observed that causality cycles make code
verification infeasible [2, 12, 16]. We show that the situation is even
worse than that, because we can exploit them to show that standard
program transformations are unsound. Consider:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (SEQ)

First, notice that there is no execution (consistent execution in the
terminology of Section 2) in which the load of a occurs. We show
this by contradiction. Suppose that there is an execution in which
a load of a occurs. In such an execution the load of a can only
return 0 (the initial value of a) because the store a = 1 does
not happen before it (because it is in a different thread that has
not been synchronised with) and non-atomic loads must return the
latest write that happens before them. Therefore, in this execution
the store to y does not happen, which in turn means that the load
of y cannot return 1 and the store to x also does not happen.
Then, x cannot read 1, and thus the load of a does not occur. As
a consequence this program is not racy: since the load of a does
not occur in any execution, there are no executions with conflicting
accesses on the same non-atomic variable. We conclude that the
only possible final state is a = 1 ^ x = y = 0.

Now, imagine we apply sequentialisation, collapsing the first
two threads and moving the assignment to the start:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX);

Running the resulting code can lead to an execution, formally
depicted in Figure 1, in which the load of a actually returns the
value 1 since the store to a now happens before (via program-order)
the load. This results in the final state a = x = y = 1, which is not
possible for the initial program.

Consequences. The example above is an instance of source-to-
source program transformation: the semantics of both the source
and target code are defined by the C11 memory model. It might
be argued that the main purpose of compiler is not to perform
a source-to-source translation but rather compile C11 programs
to x86/ARM/Power assembler (to cite three widespread architec-
tures), and a correctness statement for a compiler should relate the
C11 semantics of the source program to the x86/ARM/Power se-
mantics of the generated assembler. Indeed if we compile the trans-
formed code above using the standard mapping for low-level atom-
ics for x86 [4] or ARM/Power [13], then the problematic new be-
haviour does not arise in practice. To the best of our knowledge
no modern relaxed architecture allows the causality cycle (or the
other idiosyncrasies of the C11 model we exploit) built by the pro-
gram labelled by (CYC) to terminate with x = y = 1. This implies
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atomic accesses by design do not race and do not synchronise, it
is perfectly reasonable to get r1 = r2 = 1 at the end of some
execution: the memory accesses in each thread are independent and
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memory accesses performed during program execution via the
happens-before relation (shortened hb), defined as the transitive
closure of the program order and of the synchronisations between
actions of different threads.1 Non-atomic loads must return the last
write in the hb relation: this is unique in race-free programs and
guarantees a sequentially consistent semantics for race-free pro-
grams with only non-atomic accesses. For relaxed atomic accesses
the intentions of the standard are more liberal and basically state
that a relaxed load can see any other write which does not happen
after it (according to hb), and which is not shadowed by another
write, effectively allowing the outcome r1 = r2 = 1 above.

Unfortunately, the definition above enables some controversial
behaviours. For instance, the program below can terminate with
x = y = 1 as well:

if (x.load(RLX))
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Again there are no synchronisations, and relaxed loads can see arbi-
trary stores. However, justifying this in terms of compiler or hard-
ware optimisations is harder: the first thread might speculate that
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Several authors have observed that causality cycles make code
verification infeasible [2, 12, 16]. We show that the situation is even
worse than that, because we can exploit them to show that standard
program transformations are unsound. Consider:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (SEQ)

First, notice that there is no execution (consistent execution in the
terminology of Section 2) in which the load of a occurs. We show
this by contradiction. Suppose that there is an execution in which
a load of a occurs. In such an execution the load of a can only
return 0 (the initial value of a) because the store a = 1 does
not happen before it (because it is in a different thread that has
not been synchronised with) and non-atomic loads must return the
latest write that happens before them. Therefore, in this execution
the store to y does not happen, which in turn means that the load
of y cannot return 1 and the store to x also does not happen.
Then, x cannot read 1, and thus the load of a does not occur. As
a consequence this program is not racy: since the load of a does
not occur in any execution, there are no executions with conflicting
accesses on the same non-atomic variable. We conclude that the
only possible final state is a = 1 ^ x = y = 0.

Now, imagine we apply sequentialisation, collapsing the first
two threads and moving the assignment to the start:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX);

Running the resulting code can lead to an execution, formally
depicted in Figure 1, in which the load of a actually returns the
value 1 since the store to a now happens before (via program-order)
the load. This results in the final state a = x = y = 1, which is not
possible for the initial program.

Consequences. The example above is an instance of source-to-
source program transformation: the semantics of both the source
and target code are defined by the C11 memory model. It might
be argued that the main purpose of compiler is not to perform
a source-to-source translation but rather compile C11 programs
to x86/ARM/Power assembler (to cite three widespread architec-
tures), and a correctness statement for a compiler should relate the
C11 semantics of the source program to the x86/ARM/Power se-
mantics of the generated assembler. Indeed if we compile the trans-
formed code above using the standard mapping for low-level atom-
ics for x86 [4] or ARM/Power [13], then the problematic new be-
haviour does not arise in practice. To the best of our knowledge
no modern relaxed architecture allows the causality cycle (or the
other idiosyncrasies of the C11 model we exploit) built by the pro-
gram labelled by (CYC) to terminate with x = y = 1. This implies
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Several authors have observed that causality cycles make code
verification infeasible [2, 12, 16]. We show that the situation is even
worse than that, because we can exploit them to show that standard
program transformations are unsound. Consider:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX); (SEQ)

First, notice that there is no execution (consistent execution in the
terminology of Section 2) in which the load of a occurs. We show
this by contradiction. Suppose that there is an execution in which
a load of a occurs. In such an execution the load of a can only
return 0 (the initial value of a) because the store a = 1 does
not happen before it (because it is in a different thread that has
not been synchronised with) and non-atomic loads must return the
latest write that happens before them. Therefore, in this execution
the store to y does not happen, which in turn means that the load
of y cannot return 1 and the store to x also does not happen.
Then, x cannot read 1, and thus the load of a does not occur. As
a consequence this program is not racy: since the load of a does
not occur in any execution, there are no executions with conflicting
accesses on the same non-atomic variable. We conclude that the
only possible final state is a = 1 ^ x = y = 0.

Now, imagine we apply sequentialisation, collapsing the first
two threads and moving the assignment to the start:

a = 1;
if (x.load(RLX))
if (a)
y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX);

Running the resulting code can lead to an execution, formally
depicted in Figure 1, in which the load of a actually returns the
value 1 since the store to a now happens before (via program-order)
the load. This results in the final state a = x = y = 1, which is not
possible for the initial program.

Consequences. The example above is an instance of source-to-
source program transformation: the semantics of both the source
and target code are defined by the C11 memory model. It might
be argued that the main purpose of compiler is not to perform
a source-to-source translation but rather compile C11 programs
to x86/ARM/Power assembler (to cite three widespread architec-
tures), and a correctness statement for a compiler should relate the
C11 semantics of the source program to the x86/ARM/Power se-
mantics of the generated assembler. Indeed if we compile the trans-
formed code above using the standard mapping for low-level atom-
ics for x86 [4] or ARM/Power [13], then the problematic new be-
haviour does not arise in practice. To the best of our knowledge
no modern relaxed architecture allows the causality cycle (or the
other idiosyncrasies of the C11 model we exploit) built by the pro-
gram labelled by (CYC) to terminate with x = y = 1. This implies
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x.store(1, RLX);
x.store(2, SC);
y.store(1, SC);

x.store(3, RLX);
y.store(2, SC);

y.store(3, SC);
r = x.load(SC);

s1 = x.load(RLX);
s2 = x.load(RLX);
s3 = x.load(RLX);
t1 = y.load(RLX);
t2 = y.load(RLX);
t3 = y.load(RLX);

Behaviour in question: r= s1 = t1 =1 ^ s2 = t2 =2 ^ s3 = t3 =3

WRLX(x, 1)

WSC(x, 2)

WRLX(x, 3)

WSC(y, 1)

WSC(y, 2)

WSC(y, 3)

RSC(x, 1)

mo mo

mo

mo
rf sc

sc
sc

sc

Figure 6. A weird consequence of the SCReads axiom: strengthening the x.store(3, RLX) into x.store(3, SC) introduces new behaviour.

3. Invalid Source-to-Source Transformations
In the introduction we discussed how sequentialisation, a simple
transformation rewriting C1kC2  C1;C2 can introduce new be-
haviours in C11 programs. Here we present other surprising prob-
lems that arise from innocent-looking program transformations.

Strengthening is Unsound. A desirable property of a memory
model is that adding synchronisation to a program introduces
no new behaviour (other than deadlock). The following example
shows however that replacing a relaxed atomic store with a release
atomic store is unsound in C11. Consider:

a = 1;
z.store(1, RLX);

if (x.load(RLX))
if (z.load(ACQ))
if (a)

y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX);

As in the SEQ program from Section 1, the load of a cannot return
1 because the store to a does not happen before it (and this time we
can name the axiom responsible for this: ConsRFna). Therefore,
the only final state is a = z = 1 ^ x = y = 0. If, however,
we make the store of z a release store, then it synchronises with the
acquire load, and it is easy to build a consistent execution with final
state a = z = x = y = 1. A symmetric counterexample can be
constructed for strengthening a relaxed load to an acquire load.

What is more interesting is that even in the absence of causal-
ity cycles, strengthening an atomic access into a sequentially con-
sistent one is unsound in general. Consider, for example, the pro-
gram in Figure 6, where coherence of the relaxed loads in the final
thread forces the mo-orderings to be as shown in the execution on
the right of the figure. Now, the question is whether the SC-load
can read from the first store to x and return r = 1. In the pro-
gram as shown, it cannot, because that store happens before the
x.store(2, SC) store, which is the immediate sc-preceding store to
x before the load. If, however, we also make the x.store(3, RLX)
be sequentially consistent, then it becomes the immediately sc-
preceding store to x, and hence reading r = 1 is no longer blocked.

Roach Motel Reorderings are Unsound. Roach motel reorder-
ings are a class of optimisations that let compilers move accesses
to memory into synchronised blocks, but not move them out: the
intuition is that it is always safe to move more computations (in-
cluding memory accesses) inside critical sections. In the context of
C11, roach motel reorderings would allow moving non-atomic ac-
cesses after an acquire read (which behaves as a lock operation) or
before a release write (which behaves as an unlock operation).

However the following example program shows that in C11 it is
unsound to move a non-atomic store before a release store.

z.store(1, REL);
a = 1;

if (x.load(RLX))
if (z.load(ACQ))
if (a)

y.store(1, RLX);

if (y.load(RLX))
x.store(1, RLX);

As before, the only possible final state of this program is a = z = 1
and x = y = 0. If, however, we reorder the two stores in the
first thread, we get a consistent execution leading to the final state

RACQ(x, 1)

RNA(y, 1)

RNA(t, 2)

WRLX(w, 1)

RRLX(w, 1)

WRLX(z, 1)

WREL(x, 1)

WNA(y, 1)

RRLX(z, 1)

rf

sw

rf

rf rf

Figure 7. Execution generating new behaviour if the expression
evaluation order is linearised.

a = z = x = y = 1. Again, we can construct a similar example
showing that reordering over an acquire load is also not allowed by
C11.

Expression Linearisation is Unsound. A simple variation of se-
quentialisation is expression evaluation order linearisation, a trans-
formation that adds an sb arrow between two actions of the same
thread and that every compiler is bound to perform. This transfor-
mation is unsound as demonstrated below:

t = x.load(ACQ)+y;
if (t == 2)

w.store(1, RLX);

if (w.load(RLX))
z.store(1, RLX);

if (z.load(RLX))
y = 1;
x.store(1, REL);

The only possible final state for this program has all variables,
including t, set to zero. Indeed, the store y = 1; does not happen
before the load of y, which can then return only 0. However, if
the t = x.load(ACQ) + y; is linearised into t = x.load(ACQ); t =
t+y;, then a synchronisation on x induces an order on the accesses
to y, and the execution shown in Figure 7 is allowed.

4. Further C11 Weaknesses and Proposed Fixes
In this section, we consider possible solutions to the problems iden-
tified in the previous section, as well as to two other weaknesses
with the C11 model, which however do not manifest themselves as
invalid program transformations. (All of the models in this section
as well as the relationships among them are formalised in c11.v.)

4.1 Resolving Causality Cycles and the ConsRFna Axiom
We first discuss possible solutions for the most important problem
with C11, namely the interaction between causality cycles and the
ConsRFna axiom.

Naive Fix. A first, rather naive solution is to permit causality
cycles, but drop the offending ConsRFna axiom. As we will show
in Sections 6 and 7, this solution allows all the optimisations that
were intended to be sound on C11. It is, however, of dubious
usefulness as it gives extremely weak guarantees to programmers.

The DRF theorem—stating that programs whose sequential
consistent executions have no data races, have no additional relaxed
behaviours besides the SC ones—does not hold. As a counterex-
ample, take the CYC program from the introduction, replacing the
relaxed accesses by non-atomic ones.

214

- The only possible final state of the program is a = z = 1 and x = y = 0
- Reordering the two stores in the first thread now allows an execution in 
   which a = z = x = y = 1 is allowed.
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•The sequential semantics of Java is well-specified and well-
understood. 

•About Java concurrency: 
★Do we have a formal definition?  

★Do people understand it?

Java
 

semantics

? ? ? ?

x86 asm

C 
O 
M 
P 
I 
L 
E 
R
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First Try: Sequential Consistency
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•During execution, memory actions should appear to 
execute one at a time in an imaginary interleaving of 
actions on a shared memory.  

•In particular, reads of a shared variable should 
return the value written most recently to the memory. 

•Example:

Stt1

t2St

t1 R�

t1Wy[1]

Ry t2

W�[1]t2

W0�

W0y

r1 = 0 r2 = 1

� 0;y  0
r1  � r2  y
y  1 � 1
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... ... ...

� 0;y  0
r1  � r2  y
y  1 � 1

Stt1

t2St

t1 R�

t1Wy[1]

Ry t2

W�[1]t2

W0�

W0y

r1 = 0 r2 = 1

Stt1

t2St

t1 R�

t1Wy[1]

Ry t2

W�[1]t2

W0�

W0y

r1 = 0 r2 = 0

Stt1

t2St

t1 R�

W�[1]t2

W0�

W0y

t1Wy[1]

Ry t2

r1 = 1 r2 = 0

Stt1

t2St

t1 R�

W�[1]t2

W0�

W0y

t1Wy[1]

Ry t2

r1 = 1 r2 = 1

Not SC
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Stt1

t2St

t1 R�

t1Wy[1]

Ry t2

W�[1]t2

W0�

r1 = 0 r2 = 1

SC memory model 

• Do we have a formal definition?  yes 

• Do people understand it? yes 

• Is it faithful to Java semantics and processor 

behavior? no 
- compilers will often reorder program 

statements 
- and hardware will do the same

Stt1

t2St

t1 R�

W�[1]t2

W0�

W0y

t1Wy[1]

Ry t2

r1 = 1 r2 = 1

A Java 
program may 
exhibit this 
execution
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� 0;y  0
y  1 � 1
r1  � r2  y
r1 = 0 r2 = 0

is not visible in SC

Let’s try...
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The Java Memory Model
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•Proposed in 1995, but broken.  

•New version in 2004 (JSR-133). Published POPL’05 (Manson, Pugh, Adve) 

•Also broken :-) 

•JMM tries squaring the circle 

★Guarantees for programmers 
✦Data-race free programs execute like in a SC model 
✦A (safe) formal semantics for all Java programs (incl. those with races) 

★Guarantees for optimizers 
✦Allows all various hardware reordering semantics 
✦Allows aggressive compiler optimizations 
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Happens-Before Model
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Stt1

t2St

t1 R�

t1Wy[1]

Ry t2

W�[1]t2

W0�

W0y

The hb relation is the smallest 

transitive relation that respects 
• program order between actions of 

same thread 
• synchronization order between 

actions of threads 
This relation should constrain the write 
actions that a read action can legally see.

W0� W0y

Ry

W�[1]

R�

Wy[1]

Stt1 t2
so

po

so so so

po

St

po po

� 0;y  0
r1  � r2  y
y  1 � 1

An interleaving of actions is better described without global time. 

It is in fact a consistent extension of a partial order called happens before.
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all executions

well-formed

executions

SC

executions

An axiomatic execution is described by a tuple�
P,A,

po�,
so�, W

⇥

Among all executions, the happens-before model selects the so-

called well-formed executions 

   Ex: a read action must not see a write that happens  after it.

Such a model  
is quite easy to understand,  
contains all SC executions, 
but is too relaxed: it does not respect the DRF property 
    allows cyclic dependencies
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Data race free program: 
• Intuitively: a program where two threads don’t access at 

the same time a non-volatile shared location (at least one 

of the access is a write) 

• Formally: in all executions of the model, conflicting 

actions must be in the hb relation 

Data race free model: data-race free programs only have 

SC executions. 

all executions

well-formed

executions

SC

executions
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Race Committing Sequence
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�� 0;y � 0
r1 � � r2 � y
y � 1 �� 1

1. Start from a well-behaved execution 

2. Commit races: modifies the write-seen 

3. Restart the execution taking the race into account 

4. Goto 2 until all actions are committed

Is                       allowed ?
each read sees a 

write that happens 
before it

W0� W0y

Ry

W�[1]

R�

Wy[1]

Stt1 t2
so

po

so so so

po

St

po po

final JMM execution

W0� W0y

Ry

W�[1]

R�

Wy[1]

Stt1 t2
so

po

so so so

po

St

po po

a well-behaved execution

W0� W0y

Ry

W�[1]

R�

Wy[1]

Stt1 t2
so

po

so so so

po

St

po po

one write-seen is updated

...

r1 = 1 r2 = 1

+ constraints on the sequence to rule out cyclic causality
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On Validity of Program Transformations in the Java Memory Model 29

initially x = y = 0
r1 = x r2 = y
y = 1 x = 1

initially x = y = 0
lock m1 lock m2
r1=x r2=y
unlock m1 unlock m2
lock m2 lock m1
y=1 x=1
unlock m2 unlock m1

initially x = y = 0
r1 = x r2 = y
y = r1 x = r2

A. (allowed) B. (prohibited) C. (prohibited)

Is it possible to get r1 = r2 = 1 at the end of an execution?

Fig. 1. Examples of legal and illegal executions

the write y=1 (so r2 = 1). Finally, the postponed read of x can see the value
1 written by the second thread, resulting in r1 = r2 = 1. Similar non-intuitive
behaviours could result from simple compiler optimisations, as illustrated in the
introduction.

However, there are limits on the optimisations allowed—if the programmer
synchronises properly, e.g., by guarding each access to a field by a synchronised
section on a designated monitor, then the program should only have sequentially
consistent behaviours. This is why the behaviour r1 = r2 = 1 must be prohibited
in program B of Fig. 1. This guarantee for data race free programs is called DRF
guarantee.

Even if a program contains data races, there must be some security guarantees.
Program C in Fig. 1 illustrates an unwanted “out-of-thin-air” behaviour—if a
value does not occur anywhere in the program, it should not be read in any
execution of the program. The out-of-thin-air behaviours could cause security
leaks, because references to objects from possibly confidential parts of program
could suddenly appear as a result of a self-justifying data race.

2 Transformations and Traces

In this section we give an overview of the classes of program transformations
that we have considered. Most common compiler transformations, such as com-
mon subexpression elimination, dead code elimination, and various types of loop
optimisations can be expressed as a composition of our basic transformations.
Similarly to [18], we will consider a transformation valid if it does not introduce
any new behaviours. A valid transformation may reduce the possible behaviours.
In Table 1 we classify the transformations by their validity under sequential con-
sistency (column ‘SC’), in the current Java Memory Model (column ‘JMM’), and
in the memory model modification suggested in [5] (column ‘JMM-Alt’). Note
that the JMM is in fact stricter than sequential consistency in terms of closure
under some transformations, even though the JMM is more relaxed in the sense
that any sequentially consistent execution is a JMM execution.
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The meaning of a Java program is given by its set of traces: 
‣A transformation that does not change this set is trivially valid
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{[St, Wrv(v, 1), L(m), Rd(x, i), Wr(y, i), U(m), Ex(i), Fin] | i is a value}.

All our transformations can be generalised as transformations on memory
traces, and we will show this later in this paper when proving validity of some
transformations (Subsect. 4.2 and App. B).

2.2 Transformations

In the following paragraphs we describe the transformations that we have con-
sidered in our analysis. Our transformations are local, i.e., they should be valid
in any context.
Trace-preserving Transformations. Because the meaning of a program in the
JMM is just the set of its traces, any transformation that does not change the
set of traces must trivially be valid. E.g., if both branches of a conditional—
whose guard does not examine memory—contain the same code, it is valid to
eliminate the conditional, as illustrated by the transformation

if (r1==1)
{x=1;y=1}

else {x=1;y=1}
! x=1

y=1

Reordering. Reordering of independent statements is an important transforma-
tion that swaps two consecutive non-synchronisation memory accesses. It is often
performed in hardware [13,12,24], or in a compiler’s loop optimiser [15,10]. The
following program transformation shows a reordering of two independent writes.

x=1
y=1

!" y=1
x=1

Although Manson et al. claim this transformation to be valid in the JMM
[18, Theorem 1], Cenciarelli et al. [9] found a counterexample to this. In earlier
work [5], we suggested a simple fix and conjectured that it makes reordering
of independent memory accesses valid. We state and prove this claim precisely
in Subsect. 4.2 and App. B. Demonstrating a successful repair for this crucial
property is one of the main contributions of this paper.

Redundant (Duplicated) Read Elimination. Elimination of a redundant read is a
transformation that replaces a read immediately preceded by a read or a write
to the same variable by the value of that read/write. This transformation is
often performed as a part of common subexpression elimination optimisations
in compilers. For example, the two examples of transformations below reuse the
value of x stored in register r1 instead of re-reading x:

r1 = x
r2 = x
if (r1==r2)

y = 1

!"

r1 = x
r2 = r1
if (r1==r2)
y = 1

x = r1
r2 = x
if (r1==r2)
y = 1

!"

x = r1
r2 = r1
if (r1==r2)

y = 1
(read after read) (read after write)

Later we will show that redundant read elimination is valid in the JMM for
a read after a write, but invalid for a read after a read.

Independent writes can be reordered
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{[St, Wrv(v, 1), L(m), Rd(x, i), Wr(y, i), U(m), Ex(i), Fin] | i is a value}.

All our transformations can be generalised as transformations on memory
traces, and we will show this later in this paper when proving validity of some
transformations (Subsect. 4.2 and App. B).

2.2 Transformations

In the following paragraphs we describe the transformations that we have con-
sidered in our analysis. Our transformations are local, i.e., they should be valid
in any context.
Trace-preserving Transformations. Because the meaning of a program in the
JMM is just the set of its traces, any transformation that does not change the
set of traces must trivially be valid. E.g., if both branches of a conditional—
whose guard does not examine memory—contain the same code, it is valid to
eliminate the conditional, as illustrated by the transformation

if (r1==1)
{x=1;y=1}

else {x=1;y=1}
! x=1

y=1

Reordering. Reordering of independent statements is an important transforma-
tion that swaps two consecutive non-synchronisation memory accesses. It is often
performed in hardware [13,12,24], or in a compiler’s loop optimiser [15,10]. The
following program transformation shows a reordering of two independent writes.

x=1
y=1

!" y=1
x=1

Although Manson et al. claim this transformation to be valid in the JMM
[18, Theorem 1], Cenciarelli et al. [9] found a counterexample to this. In earlier
work [5], we suggested a simple fix and conjectured that it makes reordering
of independent memory accesses valid. We state and prove this claim precisely
in Subsect. 4.2 and App. B. Demonstrating a successful repair for this crucial
property is one of the main contributions of this paper.

Redundant (Duplicated) Read Elimination. Elimination of a redundant read is a
transformation that replaces a read immediately preceded by a read or a write
to the same variable by the value of that read/write. This transformation is
often performed as a part of common subexpression elimination optimisations
in compilers. For example, the two examples of transformations below reuse the
value of x stored in register r1 instead of re-reading x:

r1 = x
r2 = x
if (r1==r2)

y = 1

!"

r1 = x
r2 = r1
if (r1==r2)
y = 1

x = r1
r2 = x
if (r1==r2)
y = 1

!"

x = r1
r2 = r1
if (r1==r2)

y = 1
(read after read) (read after write)

Later we will show that redundant read elimination is valid in the JMM for
a read after a write, but invalid for a read after a read.

Elimination of redundant reads
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{[St, Wrv(v, 1), L(m), Rd(x, i), Wr(y, i), U(m), Ex(i), Fin] | i is a value}.

All our transformations can be generalised as transformations on memory
traces, and we will show this later in this paper when proving validity of some
transformations (Subsect. 4.2 and App. B).

2.2 Transformations

In the following paragraphs we describe the transformations that we have con-
sidered in our analysis. Our transformations are local, i.e., they should be valid
in any context.
Trace-preserving Transformations. Because the meaning of a program in the
JMM is just the set of its traces, any transformation that does not change the
set of traces must trivially be valid. E.g., if both branches of a conditional—
whose guard does not examine memory—contain the same code, it is valid to
eliminate the conditional, as illustrated by the transformation

if (r1==1)
{x=1;y=1}

else {x=1;y=1}
! x=1

y=1

Reordering. Reordering of independent statements is an important transforma-
tion that swaps two consecutive non-synchronisation memory accesses. It is often
performed in hardware [13,12,24], or in a compiler’s loop optimiser [15,10]. The
following program transformation shows a reordering of two independent writes.

x=1
y=1

!" y=1
x=1

Although Manson et al. claim this transformation to be valid in the JMM
[18, Theorem 1], Cenciarelli et al. [9] found a counterexample to this. In earlier
work [5], we suggested a simple fix and conjectured that it makes reordering
of independent memory accesses valid. We state and prove this claim precisely
in Subsect. 4.2 and App. B. Demonstrating a successful repair for this crucial
property is one of the main contributions of this paper.

Redundant (Duplicated) Read Elimination. Elimination of a redundant read is a
transformation that replaces a read immediately preceded by a read or a write
to the same variable by the value of that read/write. This transformation is
often performed as a part of common subexpression elimination optimisations
in compilers. For example, the two examples of transformations below reuse the
value of x stored in register r1 instead of re-reading x:

r1 = x
r2 = x
if (r1==r2)

y = 1

!"

r1 = x
r2 = r1
if (r1==r2)
y = 1

x = r1
r2 = x
if (r1==r2)
y = 1

!"

x = r1
r2 = r1
if (r1==r2)

y = 1
(read after read) (read after write)

Later we will show that redundant read elimination is valid in the JMM for
a read after a write, but invalid for a read after a read.Is this valid?
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Irrelevant Read Introduction (Speculation)

32 J. Ševč́ık and D. Aspinall

Irrelevant Read Elimination. A read statement can also be removed if the value
of the read is not used. For example, r1=x;r1=1 can be replaced by r1=1, because
the register r1 is overwritten by the value 1 immediately after reading shared
variable x, and thus the value read is irrelevant for the continuation for the
program. An example of this transformation is dead code elimination because of
dead variables. It is valid in the JMM.

Irrelevant Read Introduction. Irrelevant read introduction is the inverse transfor-
mation to the irrelevant read elimination. It might seem that this transformation
is not an optimisation, but modern processor hardware often introduces irrele-
vant reads speculatively. For example, the first transformation in

if (r1==1) {
r2=x
y=r2

}

!

if (r1==1) {
r2=x
y=r2

} else r2=x

!
r2=x
if (r1==1)

y=r2

introduces irrelevant read of x in the else branch of the conditional (assuming
that r2 is not used in the rest of the program). In terms of traces, this is equiv-
alent to reading x speculatively, as demonstrated by the program on the right.
In Subsect. 4.1, we show that this is an invalid transformation in the JMM.

Redundant Write Elimination. This transformation eliminates a write in two
cases: (i) if it follows a read of the same value, or (ii) if it precedes another write
to the same variable. For example, in the first transformation in

r = x
if (r == 1)
x = 1

"! r = x
x = 1
x = 3

"! x = 3

(write after read) (write before write)

the write x=1 can be eliminated, because in all traces where the write occurs,
it always follows a read of x with value 1. The other transformation shows the
elimination of a previous overwritten write. This transformation is often included
in peephole optimisations [4]. Similarly to the read elimination, it is valid in the
JMM before a write, but invalid after a read.

Roach-motel Semantics. Intuitively, increasing synchronisation should limit a
program’s behaviours. In the limit, if a program is fully synchronised, i.e., data
race free, the DRF guarantee promises only sequentially consistent behaviours.
One way of increasing synchronisation is moving normal memory accesses into
synchronised blocks, as in

x=1
lock m
y=1

unlock m

"!

lock m
x=1
y=1

unlock m

Is this valid?

Roach Motel Semantics

32 J. Ševč́ık and D. Aspinall

Irrelevant Read Elimination. A read statement can also be removed if the value
of the read is not used. For example, r1=x;r1=1 can be replaced by r1=1, because
the register r1 is overwritten by the value 1 immediately after reading shared
variable x, and thus the value read is irrelevant for the continuation for the
program. An example of this transformation is dead code elimination because of
dead variables. It is valid in the JMM.

Irrelevant Read Introduction. Irrelevant read introduction is the inverse transfor-
mation to the irrelevant read elimination. It might seem that this transformation
is not an optimisation, but modern processor hardware often introduces irrele-
vant reads speculatively. For example, the first transformation in

if (r1==1) {
r2=x
y=r2

}

!

if (r1==1) {
r2=x
y=r2

} else r2=x

!
r2=x
if (r1==1)

y=r2

introduces irrelevant read of x in the else branch of the conditional (assuming
that r2 is not used in the rest of the program). In terms of traces, this is equiv-
alent to reading x speculatively, as demonstrated by the program on the right.
In Subsect. 4.1, we show that this is an invalid transformation in the JMM.

Redundant Write Elimination. This transformation eliminates a write in two
cases: (i) if it follows a read of the same value, or (ii) if it precedes another write
to the same variable. For example, in the first transformation in

r = x
if (r == 1)
x = 1

"! r = x
x = 1
x = 3

"! x = 3

(write after read) (write before write)

the write x=1 can be eliminated, because in all traces where the write occurs,
it always follows a read of x with value 1. The other transformation shows the
elimination of a previous overwritten write. This transformation is often included
in peephole optimisations [4]. Similarly to the read elimination, it is valid in the
JMM before a write, but invalid after a read.

Roach-motel Semantics. Intuitively, increasing synchronisation should limit a
program’s behaviours. In the limit, if a program is fully synchronised, i.e., data
race free, the DRF guarantee promises only sequentially consistent behaviours.
One way of increasing synchronisation is moving normal memory accesses into
synchronised blocks, as in

x=1
lock m
y=1

unlock m

"!

lock m
x=1
y=1

unlock m

Interestingly, this transformation is invalid in general
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commit either one of the races or both of them. Suppose we commit the race
on y. In the second diagram we show the only restarted execution that uses this
data race; the committed actions are in brackets and the committed read sees
the value of (the write in) the data race. The non-committed read sees the write
that happens-before it, i.e., the default write. This execution gives the result
r1 = 0 and r2 = 1. The JMM can again decide to commit a data race from
the execution. There is only one such data race. Committing the data race on x
gives the last diagram, and results in r1 = r2 = 1.

4 Validity of Transformations

This sections contains the technical explanations of validity and invalidity of the
transformations. All invalidity arguments will be carried in the finite version5 of
the Java Memory Model as described in [11], but the same arguments apply to
the alternative weaker memory model JMM-Alt. On the other hand, the validity
argument will refer to the more permissive JMM-Alt. It is straightforward to
simplify the argument to prove the valid transformations of the original JMM.

4.1 Invalid Transformations

In this subsection we show and explain our counterexamples for the invalid trans-
formations. The examples follow the same pattern—at first we list a programwhere
a certain behaviour is not possible in the JMM, and then we show that after the
transformation the behaviour becomes possible (in the JMM). This shows that
the transformation in question is invalid, because any run of the transformed pro-
gram should be indistinguishable from some run of the original program. In the
Java Memory Model, the behaviour of a program is essentially the set of external
actions, such as printing, performed by the program6. In our examples, we will
consider final contents of registers being part of the program’s behaviour, because
we could observe them by printing them at the end of each thread.

Redundant Write After Read Elimination

initially x = 0
lock m1 lock m2 lock m1
x=2 x=1 lock m2

unlock m1 unlock m2 r1=x

r2=x
unlock m2

unlock m1

5 We use the finite version, because the infinite JMM is inconsistent [5].
6 The definition in [18] is slightly more complex because of non-terminating executions

and ordering, see Def. 10 for details. Our examples are always terminating.

Redundant Write-After-Read Elimination

can the store to x be removed?

Is this valid?

- No well-behaved execution contains a datarace 
- The read “r2 = x” must always see the write “x=r1” 
- Removing the redundant write allows r1 and r2 to see different 

values
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First note that no well-behaved execution of this program contains a read-
write data race, so all legal executions of this program are well-behaved. More-
over, in all executions the read r2=x must see the write x=r1, because it over-
writes any other write. As the write x=r1 always writes the value that is read
by r1=x, we have that r1 = r2.

On the other hand, if a compiler removes the redundant write x=r1, the reads
r1=x and r2=x can see di!erent values in a well-behaved execution, e.g., we
might get the outcome r1 = 1 and r2 = 2.

Redundant Read After Read Elimination. The counterexample for the
elimination of a read after a read uses a trick with switching the branches of an
if statement—in the first well-behaved execution we take one branch, and then
we commit a data race so that we can take the other branch after we restart.
Let us examine the program below.

x = y = 0
r1=x r2=y
y=r1 if (r2==1) {

x=r3
} else x=1

The question is whether we can observe the result r2 = 1. This result is not
possible in this program, but it becomes possible after rewriting r3=y to r3=r2.

First we show that this is not possible with the original program: With the
initially empty commit set we can get just one well-behaved execution—the one,
where r1 = r2 = 0. In this well-behaved execution, we have two data races:
(i) between the actions preformed by y=r1 and r2=y with value 0, (ii) between
the actions performed by r1=x and x=1 with value 1. If we commit (i), we are
stuck with r2 = 0, because all subsequent restarted executions must perform
the committed read of y with the value 0. If we commit (ii) and restart, we get
an execution, where r1 = 1, so we can now commit the data race between y=r1
and r2=y with value 1. After we restart the execution, suppose we were to read
r1 = r2 = 1. Then r3=y must read a value that happens-before it; the only such
value is the default value 0, but then x=r3 must write 0, which contradicts the
commitment to perform the write of 1 to x.

On the other hand, if JVM transforms the read r3=y into r3=r2, we can
obtain the result r2 = 1 by committing the data race between r1=x and x=1,
restarting, committing the data race between y=r1 and r2=y, and restarting
again. As opposed to the original program, now we can keep the commitment to
write 1 to x, because r3 = r2 = 1 in the transformed program.

Roach Motel Semantics. We demonstrate the invalidity of roach motel se-
mantics on the program:

Suppose we rewrite to r3=r2. 
Can we now observe r1=r2=1?

- Initially only one well-behaved execution, r1=r2=0 
- Two dataraces: 

- between y=r1 and r2=y: 
- r2=0 is guaranteed 

- between r1=x and x=1 with value 1 
- now, commit datarace between y=r1 and r2=y with value 1 
- if r1=r2=1, then r3=y must read a value that happens-before it 

- there’s no datarace between r3=y and y=r1 
- thus, the only value that it can read is y=0 
- then x=r3 must write 0: contradiction 

- Transforming r3=y to r3=r2 allows r1=r2=1 
- commit the datarace betwen r1=x and x=1 
- then, commit the datarace between y=r1 and r2=y 
- can keep commitment to write x=1 since r1=r2=1

Redundant read-after-read 
elimination
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Is                          allowed ?⌅� 0;y � 0;z� 0
⇥ock m ⇥ock m r1 � ⌅ r3 � y
⌅� 2 ⌅� 1 ⇥ock m z� r3
⇤n⇥ock m ⇤n⇥ock m r2 � z

�ƒ (r1 == 2)
y � 1

e⇥se
y � r2

⇤n⇥ock m
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r1 = r2 = r3 = 1

Complex 
chain of logic 

says no!
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Is                          allowed ?⌅� 0;y � 0;z� 0
⇥ock m ⇥ock m r1 � ⌅ r3 � y
⌅� 2 ⌅� 1 ⇥ock m z� r3
⇤n⇥ock m ⇤n⇥ock m r2 � z

�ƒ (r1 == 2)
y � 1

e⇥se
y � r2

⇤n⇥ock m

r1 = r2 = r3 = 1

Swapping the lock and the load allows this 
execution!

lock m
r1 ← x

Swapping offers more freedom for well-behaved executions: 
- r1=x can see value 2 (without committing any action on x; no race) 
- then, commit data race on y with value 1 
- restart, commit data race on z with value 1 
- restart, change synchronization order so that x=1 overwrites x=2
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initially x = y = z = 0
lock m lock m r3= y
x=2 x=1 z=r3

unlock m unlock m r2=z
if (r1==2)

y=1
else

y=r2
unlock m

This program cannot result in r1 = r2 = r3 = 1 in the JMM: In all well-behaved
executions of this program, we have r1 = r2 = r3 = 0, and four data races—two
on x with values 1 and 2, then on y and z with value 0. If we commit the data
race on y (resp. z, resp. x with value 2) we would be stuck with r3 = 0 (resp.
r2 = 0, resp. r1 = 2), so we can only commit a race on x. However, if we commit
the race with x=1 and restart, we are only left with races on z and y with value
0. Committing any of these races would result in r2 and r3 being 0.

However, after swapping r1=x and lock m the program o!ers more freedom to
well-behaved executions, e.g., the read r1=x can see value 2 (without committing
any action on x!), and we can commit the data race on y with value 1 (see
execution A from Fig. 3). After restarting, we can commit data race on z with
value 1. After another restart, we change the synchronisation order so that the
write x=1 overwrites the write x=2, and the read r1=x sees value 1 (see execution
B from Fig. 3). In this execution, we have r1 = r2 = r3 = 1.

W (x, 0); W (y, 0); W (z, 0)

!!!!!!!!!!!!!

""""""""""""

L(m)
##

L(m)
##

R(y, 0)
##

W (x, 2)
##

L(m)
##

R(x, 2)
##

W (z, 0)

U(m)

$$

W (x,1)
##

R(z, 0)
##

U(m) W (y,1)
##

U(m)

%%#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

W (x,0); W (y,0); W (z, 0)

!!!!!!!!!!!!!

"""""""""""""

L(m)
##

L(m)
##

L(m)
##

[R(y, 1)]
##

W (x, 2)
##

W (x,1)
##

R(x, 1)
##

[W (z, 1)]

U(m)

&&
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

$
$

U(m)

''%%%%%%%%%%%

[R(z, 1)]
##

[W (y, 1)]
##

U(m)
A. B.

Fig. 3. Justifying and final executions for the roach motel semantics counterexample

Note that this committing sequence respects the rule that all the subsequent
restarted executions must preserve synchronisation that was used to justify the
previous data races, because our committing sequence only introduces new syn-
chronisation that in e!ect overwrites the write x=2 with the write x=1. This prob-
lem seems to be hard to solve in a committing semantics based on well-behaved
executions, because more synchronisation gives more freedom to well-behaved
executions and allows more actions to be committed.


